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Erosion and Sedimentation

A Fresh Look at the Problem in Ontario

Friday February 11, 1977

Canada Centre for Inland Waters
Burlington, Ontario

Program

09 :30 - 10 :00 - Registration and Coffee .

10 :00 - 11 :30 - Annual Business Meeting .

11:30 - 12 :10 - History of Erosion and Sedimentation Control Programs
in Ontario, Mr . N .R . Richar s, Universtly o Gue p .

Erosion in the Urban Complex, Mr . B . Noels,
Credit Va ey Conservation Authority .

12 :10 - 01 :20 - Lunch

01 :20 - 03 :00 - Impact of Erosion/Sedimentation on Recreation
Potential . Mr . W .A . McLean, Metropolital Toronto and
Region Conservation Authority .

Harbour Sedimentation, Mr . M .R . Garrett,
Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation
Authority .

A Farmers View of Erosion, Mr . J . Hart,
Oxford County .

Biological Impact of Sedimentation,
Dr . D . Dodge, Ministry o Natura Resources .

A Need for a S stemmatic Approach to Erosion
an Se i.mentation Investi ations, Dr . G .J . Wall,
University o Guelph .

03 :00 - 03 :20 - Coffee

03 :20 - 04 :30 - Group Discusion with Speakers .



History of Erosion and Sedimentation
Control Programs in Ontario

N .R . Richards

University of Guelph

My assignment today is to review historical information related
to erosion and sedimentation control in this province . It is
interesting that at this meeting attention is being directed
towards a topic that was so much on the mind of farmers,
parliamentarians and agricultural scientists, four decades ago .
In my view this speaks well for those who are responsible for
generating guidelines for the wise use of land resources . It
indicates that we should not become complacent about the use of
land and become lulled into a sense of false security whilst the
pillars disintegrate around us . In land use we repeat cycles and
this seems to be necessary as new generations come along and move
up in the platoon . Fortunately, there have been people with
interest, commitment and skills that are able to build on that
which has gone before . I have a notion that is what is happening
here today .

In developing the topic I was tempted to start with the
establishment of the Soil Conservation Service and the Prairie
Farm Rehabilitation Administration in the late thirties but since
both these activities were at the national level in the USA and
Canada, I decided not to . Suffice it to say that they had a
great influence on what happened in Ontario .

I have chosen a few historical events which I believe are
significant .

1 .

	

Formation of Soil Science Department at OAC 1945, as a
result of concern about the use of land resources and
the need for emphasis on soil conservation . The same
year a visit of personnel from SCSA (Herschel Hecker)
resulted in the arrangement for Len Webber and myself
to attend a basic training course in Soil Conservation
Methods at La Crosse Wisconsin .

The outcome of this training program was the offering
of a farming planning service patterned after that
being offered in the United States . It represents the
most complete farm planning service ever offered in
this province . Several hundred farmers took advantage
of it .

2 .

	

April 1949, the appointment of a Select Committee on
Conservation headed by the late Fletcher S . Thomas to
study all aspects of conservation . The commission



Men of the Trees

report in March of 1950, contained 84 recommendations .
I refer only to Recommendation No . 4 .

Research and extension work should be undertaken on the
following questions .

(a) the intensity and frequency of rain in various
areas of Ontario, and the relative ability of
differing soil types to absorb water

(b) the use of fall and winter cover crops

(c) the effectiveness of fall versus spring plowing

(d) the width of crop strips in relation to control of
both water and wind erosion .

3 .

	

In 1946 the Conservation Authorities Act of the
Department of Planning and Development evolved . This
Act is now administered by the ministry of Natural
Resources . It is interesting to relate the formation
of the Conservation Authorities Branch to the Guelph
Conference which brought delegates from the following
organizations :

The Federation of Ontario Naturalists

The Ontario Federation of Anglers and Hunters

The Southern Ontario Section of the Canadian
Society of Forest Engineers

The Canadian Society of Technical Agriculturalists

The Canadian Conservation Association

The Canadian Legion

The Royal Canadian Institute

Individuals such as A .H . Richardson, G .N . Ruhnke,
Thomas of Imperial Oil, Watson Porter, Jack Baker and
Frank Kortright were giants in the conservation
movement .

4 .

	

The erosion runoff plots in 1952 at Guelph, the plots
at the Central Experimental Farm in Ottawa, and the
erosion demonstration plots in Waterloo County
initiated provincial data collection .



5 .

	

The watershed program of the Department of Agricultural
Engineering and its successor, the School of
Engineering at the University of Guelph .

Data Compiled

1 .

	

An erosion survey in Durham County was presented to the
Thomas Select Committee on Conservation indicating that
in a 22,000 acre area :

27%

	

was slightly eroded
24%

	

was moderately eroded
6%

	

was severely eroded
6 .5% was very severely eroded

Data have also been obtained at the Experimental Farm Ottawa
showing the losses of soil and water under different crops with
tillage up and down the slope, comparing annual runoff losses in
tons per acre on a 10 percent slope from corn with contour
cropping as opposed to up and down the slope .

In the book Vegetation, Soils and Wildlife, 1969, soil and water
losses on a percent slope near Gue ph or 10 consecutive years
are reported . It concludes that a crop rotation including a hay
or pasture crop is important in maintaining the organic matter
content and the stability of soil aggregates .

In the same publication Richards makes an assessment of the
susceptiblity of the soils of eastern Canada to erosion .

Ancillary incidents during these early years were the
establishment of the Conservation Council of Ontario, the
interest of organizations such as the Ontario Institute of
Agrologists, the Ontario Chapter of the Soil Conservation Society
of America and the Canadian Society of Soil Science . We seemed
to reach a plateau in the sixties with respect to conservation .
This was reflected by the major study of agriculture, "The
Challenge of Abundance" which does not contain any reference to a
problem of soil erosion .

The annual report of the Agricultural Research Institute of
Ontario for 1973-74 refers to a program on Environmental Quality
initiated by the School of Engineering, the Departments of
Environmental Biology and Land Resource Science at Guelph . The
report states that during the initial year focus was on the
development of a research plan for activities in the field of
agriculture and water quality with one of the objectives being to
ascertain the effect of agricultural management practices on the
transport of water-borne pollutants through and from agricultural
land . The 1975 report of the ARIO makes reference under program
38 to investigation of erosion losses on 13 agricultural
watersheds, to stream bank erosion and temporal erosion and
sedimentation patterns .



It is not necessary for me to remind you that the decade of the
sixties closed with unprecedented concern about the degradation
of the environment . Concern about the quality of the air we
breathe, the water we drink and the soil we till .

New concerns developed on a broader base than the relation
between soil loss and crop yield . Anxiety about the relationship
between soil losses and pollution of streams and lakes emerged .
This is where we are at the present time . The research approach
is now more sophisticated and the work is being spear-headed by
scientists some of whom are participating in the program today .
It is important that we recognize the broader implications, and
in my view the Ontario Chapter is to be commended for its
initiative in having the problem of Erosion and Sedimentation as
the topic for this meeting's discussion . This brief review by no
means reflects present level of activity in the topic before us .
It merely suggests a renewed activity and a higher priority . The
participants for the remainder of the program will indicate the
wide and varied fronts on which the problem is currently being
attacked .
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Erosion/Sedimentation -- Urban Lands

Mr . B . Noels

Credit Valley Conservation Authority

I intend to restrict my remarks today to the remedial measures
which must be undertaken by either the landowner, the
Municipality, the Conservation Authority, the Province of Ontario
or a combination of these agencies to reduce soil loss in the
urban complex . I will not talk about the environmental
implications of erosion and siltation because I am sure you are
all familiar with most of them .

The amount of remedial work required as a result of development
on a watershed is significant enough to realize that the dollar
alone makes it necessary to ensure that sound conservation
practices are put into effective use and enforced .

Billions of tons of soil are removed annually from our land mass
by water erosion . This sediment is subsequently deposited in
stream channels, lakes, reservoirs and harbours . Erosion which
has proceeded throughout geologic history has had a significant
impact on the activities of man but even more significant is the
impact of man's activities in altering the rate of erosion which
occurs naturally . It is necessary that we take effective steps
to limit the rapidly increasing rate of erosion due to man's
activity .

The Credit River stretches from Lake Ontario at Port Credit, now
Mississauga, up through Brampton and Halton Hills to Orangeville .
The drainage basin is some 415 square miles and includes a large
portion of Mississauga and Brampton . These two cities are
feeling the pressure of intensive development as much if not more
than most other cities in Ontario .

It has been suggested that the activities of man have been
accelerating siltation at a rate which closely parallels
developmental practices . Or to say the same thing in another
way ; as the population density increases in a watershed, there is
a corresponding increase in the amount of silt carried by the
associated watercourses . Whether these statements can be
correlated that closely, I would hesitate to guess without more
facts . However, one significant fact is obvious and that is that
developmental activities on lands adjoining a watercourse will be
reflected in the silt load introduced into the stream . This
suggests that, unless effective measures for erosion control are
enforced, the costs of erosion control works and the resulting
sedimentation removal will continue to multiply at great expense
to the landowner, the public and the environment . This expense
we can do without .



The Credit Valley Conservation Authority gave draft plan approval
to some 43 new subdivisions in 1976 plus a full array of other
applications ranging from industrial and commercial complexes,
individual housing units, and other buildings and structures such
as swimming pools . These subdivisions, which may not sound like
many in number, are significant in that they are concentrated
mainly in Brampton and Mississauga ; and place some 2,000 acres of
essentially agricultural lands into the urban complex . Some 80
other subdivisions which were approved prior to 1976 are still in
some stage of development with conditions yet to be cleared by
the Authority .

Some of these subdivisions take in a hundred acres or more .
Without sound planning practices and conservation measures
incorporated in the design the effect of this development on the
watercourses throughout the area would be devastating .

Houses are being mass produced whether they are singles,
duplexes, apartments, condominiums, townhouses or whatever . The
land is stripped where economically possible and practical, the
roads roughed in, the services installed, the houses constructed
and the sites landscaped . The development may take more than one
year to complete all aspects of construction . During this time
the site will have experienced multiple rainstorms and possibly
one or more spring break-ups . The site is generally rough graded
to allow overland drainage at least until the storm sewers are in
operation . The stripped area, graded to allow runoff, will
probably experience accelerated erosion in the form of sheet
and/or gully erosion . The local watercourse will sweep away the
sediment or choke trying to . Generally when the area is
vegetated the erosion is reduced significantly .

Intense development pressures usually means expensive land ;
expensive land in turn means that all possible land must be
utilized to the greatest economic value if we are to attempt to
curtail the high cost of housing . This utilization of all
possible land does not necessarily complement sound planning
practices and this is particularly evident where a watercourse is
involved . This pressure is evident also in the many applications
to enclose or channel watercourses to maximize the land use . It
is also evident in the demand to have development crowd the top
of the banks overlooking the valley lands of a watercourse . I am
not suggesting that what I have just stated cannot or should not
be done but only that we must give very serious consideration -
analyzing all aspects of such proposals .

Why be so concerned? - Well, for two obvious reasons :

1 .

	

The environmental impact on an area where there are
disruptions to the bank - such as tree removal to
provide for an uninterrupted view of the valley lands
also provides the opportunity for stable slopes to
commence eroding .



2 .

	

The ultimate cost incurred to curtail the erosion is
often too great for the landowners to bear and public
funds are being requested to pay part of the cost of
the remedial measures .

The Authority in recent years has had to undertake extensive
diversion and channelization works accounting for several million
dollars . Studies have been completed, are in progress, or are
proposed for other erosion control problems throughout the
watershed, but in particular in the intensely developed areas .
The principle fact is that many years ago not enough respect was
given to the watercourses and the vital role which they play in a
properly balanced urban community .

What can we do about erosion and siltation in developing areas?
Number one is to adopt sound planning and conservation practices
on all future development . There is not much we can do but to
live with existing conditions and to minimize as much as possible
the effects of redevelopment in these areas . Secondly - we,must
apply sound conservation principles to soil erosion and
sedimentation problems . By this I mean that we should be
utilizing our technical knowledge to better control the
environment . For example, energy dissipators at outfalls of
storm sewers, proper grading of the development area to limit
erosion of the area, and properly engineered installations for
enclosing or channeling watercourses where this is an acceptable
solution for a particular area are among good management
practices to minimize adverse environmental impact .

I would like 'to give one illustration on an actual watercourse
located in Mississauga . This watercourse which flows into Lake
Ontario was developed haphazardly in the days when this area was
cottage country . In-filling and manipulations of the watercourse
may have meant little in those days but as development continued
upstream, it became obvious that the lower portion of the
watershed was finding it more and more difficult to cope with
even small or relatively insignificant rainstorms . In fact, it
became critical and the pressure was on to do something about it .
A flood relief channel was constructed on the lower end which is
much wider and has much more capacity than the channel just
upstream of it . The channelization occurred in two phases with
the upstream phase constructed first in 1973 because of land
availability . The final phase was completed in 1976 . Since the
construction of the first phase, the channel has silted in to an
average depth of 2-1/2 feet or approximately 8,000 cubic yards of
sediment . This is only the portion which settled and did not get
carried away into the lake . There are still hundreds of acres of
land remaining'to be developed in the headwater area of this
creek . The maintenance of the channelized section alone should
help to illustrate the concern which must be given to watershed
planning . The channelization cost approximately 1 .1 million
dollars .



I may sound anti-development but I really do not believe that I
am . However, I am very concerned about the seemingly
insurmountable problems involved with urban development and
conservation planning . Development is a necessity for a
progressing nation ; it is a part of life and demand of our times .
We must all work together to overcome these problems of erosion
and sedimentation which affect us all both environmentally and
financially . Development and environment concerns need not be
mutually exclusive .

One last thought - the value of the conservation methods employed
in an area is reflected in the quality of the water found in the
rivers and streams throughout that area . To reduce sedimentation
is certainly a step in the right direction .



Impact of Erosion/Sed imentation on Recreation Potential

Mr . W .A . McLean

Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation Authorit

My purpose is to take a fresh look at the impact of erosion and
sedimentation on recreation . I rather like the idea of stepping
back for a few minutes, and looking, in a critical way, at a
number of concepts we have held, some of which have become like
dogma and are rarely challenged .

Perhaps, we should start with some basics which, I think, we can
agree are true and must form the foundation for any opinions
held .

The geomorphology of Southern Ontario tells us that we really
have only two types of landscapes - those that are in the process
of being created by erosion and those that have been created by
sedimentation . We know that these processes are continuing, but
that over a major portion of our landscape, a state of relative
stability exists . In very significant sections of our landscape,
however, (steeply sloping areas, river valleys and shorelines)
the processes are continuing at a rapid pace and their effects
are measurable even over very short periods of time . We also
know that, in very significant areas that were formerly in a
state of relative stability, man's activity - particularly the
process of urban development - has, in many cases, accelerated
the process of erosion and sedimentation .

We suspect that there is a correlation between those areas which
are subject to most active erosion, and their consequent
unsuitability for most of man's uses, and an inherent
attractiveness for a single use, recreation . I know of no
natural law which confirms that there are inherent aesthetic and
recreational values . That, for example, man finds a wooded river
valley with a sparkling stream rippling beside shaded banks a
pleasant and satisfying place to be . A place where he can
recreate and be at peace . It just seems to be so . It is not,
however, universally accepted . I remember being at a citizens'
meeting in Toronto's Ward 9 where we were discussing proposals
for the waterfront development that our Authority wanted to
undertake . One of the speakers said something to this effect :
"We don't want you Conservation people messing around down here .
You'll want to do those woodsy things . What we want is a park
that will be an urban experience ." That, of course, was six
years ago and those same people today are telling us that we need
more urban natural areas and that we must devote extensive urban
acreages to "woodsy things ."



The headwaters of many streams in a large portion of Southern
Ontario is the Oak Ridges Interlobate Moraine . This is a land
form that is subject to very severe erosion . Its physical
attraction is, in many ways, due to the erosion processes that
have been going on, both in geological time when it was formed as
a moraine, and presently as the topography continues to be shaped
by the effects of erosion and sedimentation . A unique feature of
the moraine is the presence of a large number of kettle lakes .
These beauty spots are in the process of filling up, and we have
the whole spectrum from clear lakes to those which, over time,
have become bogs . The Niagara Escarpment - again, a feature of
erosion - is thought, in many quarters, to be one of our most
precious recreational landscapes . The Lake Ontario shoreline, in
recent years, has come in for a lot of attention . Perhaps in no
part of Southern Ontario is the process of erosion and
sedimentation more active and more evident than along the lower
Great Lakes shorelines . One of the most attractive features is a
ten-mile stretch in the Borough of Scarborough where we have the
Scarborough Bluffs, the very presence of which relies on
instability and the very great forces of erosion .

Our most attractive and most sought-after recreational sites are
those which are most sensitive to the processes of erosion and
sedimentation . Because of their physical condition, they have
been very difficult to develop for other uses and, perhaps, their
primary attractiveness is that they are still available in a
relatively undeveloped condition . Perhaps we should ask the
question : has our concept of what is most attractive from a
recreational point of view been conditioned by what is
traditionally available to us? I will be speaking, in a few
minutes, about the substantial costs, both in terms of dollars
and environmental costs, which accompany the use of hazard lands
for recreational purposes .

But first, let's look briefly at the hazards that the use of
these lands, for any purpose, involve . In the river valleys, the
passage of flood waters is the most significant agent of erosion .
The hazard is not limited to erosion, and the flooding itself
presents major obstacles to use . It is particularly
inappropriate that flood plain and valley lands be used for
residential purposes because the hazard to life is substantial .
The hazard from resulting erosion, however, is an important
second . While we have tended to think of flooding in terms of
the major catastrophe - the 100-year storm with the implication
that there will be infrequent problems, the threat of erosion is
constantly present, whether accompanied by flooding or not . The
insidious tearing away of banks and major slumping of valley
walls can occur and does occur without flooding . In the upland
morainic areas, the agricultural use, or, rather, the attempts at
agricultural use in the past have proved to be very
inappropriate . The removal of the tree cover, exposing the
steeply sloping, sandy soils to the ravages of erosion, meant
very low productivity . This denuding of the landscape for
agricultural purposes proved negative on all counts .



Rehabilitation is necessary before these lands are of very much
use for anything .

The problems of shoreline erosion and accretion are well known .
Because the shoreline is being constantly acted upon by enormous
forces, any use of the shoreline poses problems . Historically,
the Lake Ontario shoreline has served a wide variety of urban
uses, including housing, sport activities and industrial'- and
commercial uses . All of these are plagued with problems of
instability and sedimentation . I have already referred to the
Scarborough Bluffs where erosion is most dramatic, but similar
problems can be found on the less precipitous shoreline in the
Borough of Etobicoke, and the unprotected shoreline in the Town
of Pickering .

The problems associated with flooding, erosion and sedimentation
for urban uses have attracted a good deal of public attention and
have caused Conservation Authorities in Ontario to focus their
attention on corrective measures, which very often include land
acquisition, again leading to the ultimate use - recreation .
When the lands become public, recreation use is thought to
automatically follow .

The impact of erosion and sedimentation on the recreational use
of these lands is substantial - in fact, no less substantial than
on other urban uses .

One of the first Conservation Areas developed the The
Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation Authority was at
Heart Lake . Heart Lake is one of the kettle lakes I mentioned
located in the Oak Ridges Moraine . A beautiful area, close to
the City of Brampton, and within a half-hour's drive of a large
portion of Metropolitan Toronto, it was developed as a multi-
purpose Conservation Area . The pressure of recreation use on
this land and lake has had the effect of accelerating erosion on
the steeply sloping banks which lead down to the lake, and the
shoreline of the lake itself . The attractiveness of the Area
was, as a result, reduced and corrective measures had to be
taken . One of the most expensive measures was the stabilizing of
the shoreline which had been badly eroded due to the constant
tramping of the feet of fishermen .

In the river valleys, the effects are even more dramatic .
Extensive sections of the lower valleys have been acquired as
flood plain and conservation lands and have been developed for
recreational use . Although the uses are what are generally
termed as "passive", the investment in making the lands suitable
has been substantial . If you are going to have footpaths and
bicycle paths and modest picnic and fire circle areas, you cannot
really afford to have the river constantly changing course and
tearing away its banks, so that, in addition to the development
for recreational purposes, stabilizing works are necessary .

	

In
many cases, the stabilizing works also protected adjacent private
properties and municipal services, such as trunk storm and



sanitary sewers . Even with protective works, however, a single
flood occurrence, with the erosion and silting that accompanies
the flood, can be devastating . Such a flood was experienced on
the Highland Creek in the summer of 1976 when two local, severe
thunderstorms within 48 hours, devastated the lower Highland
Creek valley, causing damage to public properties in the millions
of dollars . on some of the larger streams like the Humber River,
the erosive force of the river in flood was anticipated and
provisions, in the corrective measures plan, was made for
upstream reservoirs which would pick the top off floods and allow
the river to be contained within flood channels that were
constructed downstream .

We are all familiar with recent criticism of dams on certain
streams because of their adverse environmental effects . The
straightening and stabilization of river channels to reduce the
effects of erosion have also come in for some criticism. Such
works have the twofold effect of eliminating littoral areas and
rooted plants and producing great uniformity along a watercourse .
Some studies have shown that the abundance and variety of the
flora and invertebrate fauna are reduced, and that newly-cut
channels develop very little of their own if they are swift and
canal-like .

In the lower valleys where the valley floor is usually broad and
the flow of the river sluggish and marshes form, the normal
accumulation of silt can be affected by corrective measures
upstream . In some cases where a flood-retention reservoir has
been constructed, the flushing capability of the stream during
periods of high flow is reduced . This can have the effect of
reducing water depth, thereby reducing the use of the estuary for
boating purposes . Depending on your point of view, this may be a
benefit or a disbenefit . In any case, the healthy life of the
marsh is dependent on a natural cycle of deposit and flushing of
silt material, and periods of wet and dry .

It is clear that there is a price to be paid over and above the
dollar cost for the protection of valley lands against the
ravages of flooding and consequent erosion and sedimentation . If
the valleys are to be used for recreation, the price must include
consideration of the disbenefits of protection .

Like the valleys, the use of the Great Lakes shoreline for
recreation purposes involves management and protective works . In
the Toronto area, because of a lack of shoreline harbours, the
estuaries of rivers have been the traditional base for boating .
The natural hazards for this activity are silting of the river

eroding sections of the shoreline, like the Scarborough Bluffs,
recreational use inevitably involves some form of protective
measure . Under The Metropolitan Toronto and Region Waterfront
Plan, a headland and bay technique has been used in constructing

mouth, accretion of sandbars at the river mouth and flooding .
The dredging of river mouths to alleviate the problem brings with
it environmental hazards to the adjacent marshes . In rapidly



landfills which offer protection to the toe of the slope while,
at the same time, creating protected water . There is
considerable value in this ; however, where the spectacular nature
of the shoreline is, in itself, a recreational attribute,
stabilization diminishes this feature .

Depending on the size and location of the land fill, it can have
the effect of depriving downstream areas of the shoreline of
receiving material carried by the littoral drift which is trapped
by the landfill . If the landfill is not excessively large, the
littoral material will eventually bypass the fill . In many
respects, this form of shoreline treatment in the long term is
the most satisfactory, from an environmental point of view, and
will provide the most recreational benefits at the least
environmental cost . The cost in dollars, however, is
substantial . The creation of these shoreline protected areas,
with protected water which can provide a boating base, has the
additional environmental benefit of taking the pressure off the
lower estuaries of rivers for boating purposes, thus enabling
them to be kept'in a relatively undisturbed state to perform
their natural habitat functions .

No discussion of the impact of erosion and sedimentation on
recreation could be complete without some consideration of the
effects that the activities of man have in accelerating or
decreasing the rates of erosion and sedimentation . I have
already indicated some of the effects that man, the recreation
user, has on the site itself . Far more important, however, is
the effect of land uses adjacent to the actively eroding areas on
the upland slopes, the river valleys, the river mouths and the
shoreline .

Traditionally, a good deal of attention has been paid to the
effect of man's agricultural use of land and the remedial
measures that are encouraged to reduce the effects of erosion .
Up until a few years ago, however, we seemed to think that man's
urban use of the landscape inevitably increased erosion and
decreased the quality of our streams and water bodies, and that
very little could be done about it . The practice of grading a
site flat before development occurs, has had an extremely
deleterious effect on the amounts of eroded material which reach
a river valley during the process of construction . Unmanaged
storm water runoff from urban development can have dramatic and
injurious erosive impact on downstream areas, limiting recreation
use .

	

The development of storm water management for urban areas
on a scale and with a similar philosophy to that applied to
agricultural areas could have a dramatic effect in reducing the
impact of erosion and sedimentation on the recreational use of
hazard areas .

It is my understanding that our discussions today are intended to
lead to a more extensive discussion later . With this in mind,
I'm going to suggest some propositions which it will be of
interest to discuss :



1 .

	

We have expected more of our river valleys in providing
recreation opportunities than is good for them, and
that the primary limiting factor is erosion and
sedimentation ;

2 .

	

If it is only recreational use that will benefit, the
disbenefits of required corrective measures in some
valleys will outweight the benefits ;

3 .

	

The public agency acquires hazard lands in accordance
with a tradition in Ontario law that if an owner is
restricted from developing his land, it must be bought
by a public agency . In urban areas, public use of such
lands usually follows .

Proposition : There are many valley lands, particularly
steeply sloping valley walls, that deteriorate as a
result of public use, and would be better left in the
care of a private owner under restricted use control .

4 .

	

The shoreline of the Great Lakes, under proper planning
and management, is more capable of sustaining
recreation use than river valleys .

5 .

	

Not enough attention has been paid to the inclusion of
more stable upland areas in resource based recreation
systems in urban Southern Ontario .

6 .

	

Storm water management on upland areas has considerable
potential for reducing the effects of erosion and
sedimentation in recreation use of river valleys .



Harbour Sedimentation

Mr . M .R . Garrett

Metropolitan Toronto and Region Conservation Authority

The Problem

Sedimentation is a problem in most harbours with the exception of
those resulting from rocky geological formations of one kind or
another . However, on Lake Ontario most harbours that I am
familiar with, are a result of and subject to sedimentary
processes .

The problem of sedimentation can be translated into costs :
harbours are used for commercial shipping and for small craft
harbours, the latter is coming into vogue at an increasing rate .
For instance a survey was done which indicates that recreational
fishing occupies 9,000,000 maximum hours on the Great Lakes and
its connecting waterways and contributes $60,000,000 annually to
the tourist business . A good deal of this fishing is done from
small boats which are launched or moored in small craft harbours .

Siltation to the extent of making these harbours unsuitable for
boating would be costly . Fishing of course is only one example .
Recreational boating itself is a big business and the sale of
boats is tied directly to the availability of berths . Commercial
shipping also relies heavily on well maintained harbours - the
value for this is inestimable . There is another problem which is
increasingly important and that is environmental quality .
Sediment which is derived from fluvial and biological sources may
adversely affect recreational activities which occur in and
around harbours .

Upstream flooding is a by-product of sedimentation in harbours
which have a river mouth component . Since the harbour formation
provides some protection, lake wave action is often unable to
carry river sediments away from the river mouth causing-blockages
in the mouth and on many occasions upstream flooding occurs .

Sources of Sediment

Sediment can originate from several sources some of which
include :

1 .

	

fluvial (including sewers)

2 . littoral

3 . biological .



The contribution of each of these sources depends largely on the
location and physical characteristics of the harbour . Small
craft boating in small harbours along the Western Beaches in
Toronto is affected primarily by fluvial processes . Toronto
Harbour itself, on the other hand, is primarily affected by both
fluvial and littoral processes . Bluffers Park in Scarborough is
affected by littoral processes alone . All of these are or will
be affected by biological sedimentation to some degree .

Perhaps the main source of sedimentation to the major natural
harbours in this region is fluvial . A Department of Environment
survey indicated that Ontario watersheds contribute 51 to 250
tons/square mile/year of sediment . Sedimentation of a river is
often related to total discharge of that river . It has been
determined that total monthly sedimentation may be estimated as
follows :

total monthly sedimentation (tons)

	

2 .236= 7 .614 x 10 -6 x (total monthly flow)

In the Toronto region rivers are the major contributors of
sediment :

The quantity of sediment is dependent on many factors . Besides
the physical characteristics of the watershed and particular
meteorological conditions ; perhaps the most dramatic cause of
increased fluvial sedimentation is urbanization . In the US it
has been estimated that going from forest to agriculture, upland
erosion rates increase by a factor of 10 ; in going from
agricultural to urban, erosion rates increase again by a factor
of 3 . Certainly this is evidenced by dredging records of the
Toronto Harbour Commissioners for the mouth of the Don River .
During the early 1960's, rates of dredging increased 3 to 4 times
over the previous period .

The discussion to this point has illustrated that sediments are
getting to the river mouths in increasing quantities . If the
mouth of the river happens to be a harbour, the deposition of
this sediment becomes a problem . Sedimentation occurs
progressively but at different rates . Rates of sedimentation are
controlled by both loading rates and the trap efficiency of the
harbour . The trap efficiency for large harbours, such as Toronto
is virtually 100 percent, but could vary depending on the
capacity/inflow ratio and the physical nature of the harbour .

The sediment contribution of sewers is much like fluvial
processes, except that the sediment may be derived from sources
other than overland erosion, ie, sand on the roads, construction,
etc, and not from streambank erosion . It is estimated that

The Humber - 330,000 cubic yards/year
The Don - 140,000 cubic yards/year
The Mimico Creek - 20,000 cubic yards/year
The Etobicoke Creek - 75,000 cubic yards/year



sewers contribute, 100,000 cubic yards annually to the Toronto
waterfront sedimentation .

The other major source of sediment is littoral . This refers to
material which is eroded, accreted and transported in a coastal
environment . Let us take the Toronto Harbour again as an example
of this sedimentary process . It is interesting to note that
Toronto harbour was principally formed as a result of littoral
process, although fluvial sediments from the Don River played an
important part . The gradual wearing down of the Scarborough
Highlands has contributed sufficient sediment to form the Toronto
islands . Wave action concentrates on headlands and is diminished
in bays, therefore, erosion rates were probably considerably
higher in Scarborough 8,000 years ago than they are now .
However, recent studies indicate that the Bluffs are eroding at a
rate of 440,000 cubic yards annually, of this only 11 percent is
coarse enough to remain in the littoral zone . The rest ends up
in the depths of Lake Ontario . Roughly 50,000 yards move past
any point along the shoreline over ,a one year period .

	

This
material is moved westward by wave energy . Dredging records of
the eastern gap indicate a relatively constant rate of
sedimentation decreasing slightly over the years probably as a
result of updrift erosion control measures that have been
undertaken .

The last source of sedimentation and probably the most minor in
terms of quantity is biological or organic sedimentation . This
aspect of sedimentation is certainly not the least important in
terms of quality of the affected environmental resources . This
process can occur relatively quickly because of the high nutrient
loadings in the protected water areas . Along certain sections of
the Western Beaches, there is a thick layer of biomass consisting
of dead and decaying aquatic flora and fauna . This dramatically
affects the recreational potential of these waters, which were
created at great cost .

Solutions

We have generally defined the problems due to sedimentation and
identified some of its major sources . What can be done to solve
these problems? It is impossible to get into the details here
but from the engineering point of view some approaches are as
follows :

(a) in the rivers
- upstream erosion control
- storm water management
- reduced construction loadings

(b) in the sewers
- regular maintenance programme to clean out catch basins

(c) along the shorelines
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- littoral erosion control
- strategically located protective works .

Notwithstanding all of these, even if they could be implemented,
dredging would still be required to some extent . The problem of
dredging is compounded when sediments contain polluted materials .
This condition is much worse in an urban area where contamination
comes from many sources, some of which are very difficult to
control . This has caused considerable problems with the disposal
of dredged material and today open water disposal is unacceptable
as a method of dredgeate disposal . This has forced the creation
of specially built disposal sites and this has had a drastic
impact on the cost of maintaining all types of harbours and
waterways . Consideration of this problem is in the mill now and
its resolution by senior government bodies is anxiously awaited
by everyone .
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Decision Making About Land Use on the Farm
Management Practices to Meet Erosion Problems

John H . Hart P .Ag .

Woodstock, Ontario

Soil erosion has been a problem ever since man first learned to
till the soil . Many civilizations have been destroyed because
erosion got out of reasonable control, leading to loss of
production and starvation . We now have some new techniques and
practices that have not been available to previous generations .

The revolution in agriculture in the past 20 years has been
responsible for the resurgence of interest in water and wind
erosion . Use of atrazine and other modern cropping chemicals has
allowed farmers to move away from rotational cropping, with
grassland, to a row crop cultivation which results in a large
amount of bare land exposed to the elements . Twitch grass may
have been one of our worst weeds in the thirties and forties but
it certainly kept the soil in place . Now that twitch grass and
other weeds can be controlled effectively chemically, the wind
and rain energies cause more erosion because they impact on more
bare soil surfaces . Most of our erosion today is in the form of
sheet erosion which is hard to detect because we have nothing to
which we can readily-compare soil losses .

What can a farmer do to save this precious topsoil for future
generations? There are three methods that may improve the
agricultural soil erosion problem .

(1) Modified Chisel Plow

The chisel plow is a heavy high clearance cultivator
that was originally developed for use on dryland farms
in the central mid-western United States . While this
implement has been in Ontario for many years it is only
recently that several companies have modified this
machine to work in heavy trash situations . I'm
referring to Glencoe's "Soil Saver" or John Deere's
"Mulch Tiller" . These implements will work in corn
stalks and leave the ground ridged with many corn
stalks still on the surface or partly incorporated .
These ridges, which should run across the general lie
of the land, act as thousands of little dams that hold
the runoff until it can soak into the ground . In
addition, the - stalks that are only partially
incorporated reduce the wind velocity next to the
surface and lessen any wind erosion that could take
place .



(2) Buffalo Till Planter

(3) Modified Conventional
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The Oxford Soil and Crop Improvement Association in
conjunction with some farmers have leased a Buffalo
Till planter and cultivator, for experimental use .
This till planter plants the corn seed right down the
old row of last year's crop without any plowing or
working the soil . These rows are planted on top of a
six-inch ridge . The Buffalo Till cultivator
reconstructs these ridges when the corn crop is knee
high . This system has reduced soil loss by over 90% in
tests conducted in Wisconsin . The ridges, produced by
this technique, not only reduce erosion but they should
warm up and dry out faster in the spring . To date,
cold wet soil has been the major problem with no-till
corn in Ontario . With more improvement it is hoped
that this "Till" system will produce yields comparable
to more conventional tillage practices . The "Oxford
Group" feels that this planter mechanism needs some
modification for Ontario conditions .

The plow, cultivate and plant system is by far the most
popular traditional seeding practice in Ontario . While
this system produces the most soil erosion there are
ways of reducing soil movement . We know from research
and observation that it is during heavy summer
thunderstorms, which pelt down upon exposed soil, that
particles become dislodged and wash down a slope to a
nearby drainage area . The following spring, during
flood conditions, this soil is moved down the drainage
system and deposited in a river . If the gully and
sheet erosion of June or the soil transport in April
could be prevented then productivity of the land could
be maintained . On many lighter soils the texture is
such that plowing can be put off to the spring . This
reduces erosion . Similarly, if after planting
operations can be reduced then thunderstorms have less
damaging effects . One of the most destructive
implements is the anhydrous ammonia applicator used
after the corn crop has emerged . These knives root up
the soil six or seven inches deep and produce perfect,
trough-like runways for water to wash out deep gullies .

While this discussion of modern practices to meet the erosion
problem may not cover all the available alternatives, it does
give some indication of what progress is being made . I hope that
you have gathered some fresh ideas as to how the soil erosion
problem can be dealt with .
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Biological Impact of Sedimentation

Dr . D . Dodge

Ministry of Natural Resources

Sediment loads carried by our water has increased by man's
activities . These human activities have increased the rates of
erosion, the proportion that is in particulate form and has
changed the times when erosion occurs . For example, it has been
estimated that human activity has increased sedimentation in the
Great Lakes by a factor of 50 . Additionally, under "natural"
erosion, most of the sediment load is in solution . The sediment
load from dredging, farming, mining, etc is primarily in
particulate form. Also, under "natural" erosion most of the
sediment is carried during high discharge . However, sediment
from human activities is carried during both high and low water
conditions . Sediment carried under conditions of low discharge
is carried only for a short period, is deposited very quickly
over a smaller area . Hence, the sediment may blanket a substrate
with a thick layer producing marked effects on the biota .

The general effects of sediment on aquatic biota are listed as

ased turbidity
reduced photosynthesis
reduced rate of photochemical reactions
reduced feeding rate of visual feeders
reduced predation .

ased rate of transportation of nutrients .
ents adhere to sediment .
increased production, eutrophication
reduced oxygen content .

ased rate of transportation of toxicants
toxicants are ingested and incorporated into
biological systems
elimination rates less than ingestion .

(d) Changed substrate

(i)

	

fills up crevices, invertebrates
(ii) coats rocks, attachment sites for invertebrates
(iii) suffocates fish eggs
(iv) clogs gills and nets of invertebrates
(v)

	

reduces amount of organic matter available .

follows :

(a) Incre(i)

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

(b) Incr
Nutri(i)

(ii)

(c) Incre(i)

(ii)



(e) Causes abrasion

There is no evidence that fishes are actually killed by
silt directly, but high silt loads ( 200 ppm) may damage
tissues which then may make them more susceptible to
infections .

(f) Alters physiology
(i)

	

impairs respiration and excretion .

(g)

	

Interferes with migrations and movement
(i)

	

fish leave
(ii) impede migration
(iii) drift rates increase .

The net effect of increased sediment on aquatic biota are
summarized as follows :
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(a) Change in species composition . Sensitive species
leave, insensitive forms move in . The caddisflies,
mayflies are replaced by worms, chironomids . These
newcomers are less available to original fish species .
Also, the salmonid species are replaced by the carp,
catfish, sheepshead .

(b) Reduction in numbers of species . The biological
diversity is lowered . A stream with low sediment load
can support more . species than one with a high sediment
load . It provides man with more fishing opportunities,
recreational activity and more options available for
the future .

(c) Reduction in economic value . Water that supports trout
usually has more economic value than one that does not .
It is also more aesthetically pleasing to man .

Much of this damage to aquatic biota could be prevented or
minimized if certain precautionary methods or prevention
techniques were employed . For example, stream sediment load
could be reduced by :

(a) keeping cattle out of the stream

(b) keeping construction machinery out of streams

(c) maintaining stable stream banks when drainage ditches
or diversions are constructed

(d) disposing the spoil from drainage ditches in stable
places

(e) planting trees and shrubs along stream banks
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(f) phasing the timing of construction in,proximity to
streams so that fish eggs are not going to be smothered
from increased sediment load

(g) using sedimentation traps during construction where
stream crossings are involved .
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G .J . Wall and W .T . Dickinson

University of Guelph

The Need For a Systematic Approach to Soil Erosion
and Sedimentation Problems

The soil erosion and sedimentation process is initiated by energy
associated with rainfall and/or runoff on the soil surface . A
combined effect of these energies is the detachment and
entrainment of soil mineral and organic constituents . The
process is completed with deposition of the eroded constituents
either elsewhere on the land surface or in a downstream body of
water .

As a topic of research the question of soil erosion and fluvial
sedimentation has been addressed from a wide variety of
disciplines (earth and agricultural sciences to engineering) with
diverse methodologies (micro plot to large watershed studies) .
Often, many of these research studies have considered only one
phase of the erosion process and failed to relate and interpret
results in terms of the entire soil erosion process . For
example, agricultural scientists have extensively studied soil
detachment on field plot studies while failing to consider the
transport and deposition of sediments beyond the plots .
Hydrologic investigations have focused on stream sedimentation
problems with little regard to the sources of the stream
sediments .

Just as soil erosion research has been multidisciplinary, soil
erosion and sedimentation assessment and control programs have
been the preview of several provincial ministries, ie,
Agriculture and Food, Natural Resources (Conservation Authorities
Branch), Environment, and Transportation and Communications . The
fact that no single agency has had a mandate for soil erosion and
sedimentation programs has lead to the development of less than
comprehensive programs and solutions to soil erosion and fluvial
sedimentation problems .

It is the view of the authors that the most beneficial research
studies and cost effective soil erosion and sedimentation control
programs will evolve from systematic studies based upon an
understanding of temporal and spatial aspects of the entire soil
erosion process .



THE SOIL EROSION PROCESS

A generalized sketch of the soil erosion is shown in Figure 1 .
The basic components of the process include detachment,
entrainment, transport, and deposition of soil particles . The
principal sources of energy that initiate the detachment of soil
particles include rainfall and runoff induced forces, while the
major sources of entrained soil materials are often considered to
be sheet and rill erosion, streambank erosion, and channel scour .
The transport of eroded material is essentially completed within
the Great Lakes Basin when the sediments are deposited in the
lakes . However, deposition of eroded materials may also occur in
depressional areas of the land surface or on the bottoms of
stream channels and reservoirs (Figure 1) . This soil material
may or may not be resuspended and transported to the lakes at a
later date .

Much of our current understanding of the soil erosion process has
evolved from field plot and watershed response studies . On the
one hand detailed studies of field plots under natural and
simulated rainfall experiments have revealed much information on
soil detachment processes for a variety of cultural practices and
vegetative covers . On the other hand, watershed units of study
have revealed significant information on the nature of stream
sediment loads and sedimentation rates . Transport and
depositional phases of the erosion process have not been widely
studied .

These current approaches to soil erosion and sedimentation
problems have left many questions unanswered that are
tremendously important in planning cost-effective remedial
strategies . Some of these unanswered questions are summarized as
follows :
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Under what soil, land use, and management conditions
are soil erosion and sedimentation conditions
problematic?

What is the relative significance of sheet erosion and
streambank erosion sources to gross erosion levels and
stream sediment loading?

Are bank erosion rates uniform throughout a watershed
and from one year to the next?

What eroded material becomes suspended and deposited
during the transport phase?

What is the relative significance of annual sediment
loading rates as opposed to long-term values?



Figure 1 . Generalized Sketch of Soil Erosion Process
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Which rivers and which river tributaries contribute to
stream sediment loading rates?

What remedial measures will reduce soil erosion levels
and improve stream water quality .

What is a tolerable level of soil erosion to meet water
quality criteria?

etc . . . .

SYSTEMMATIC APPROACH

Current approaches to soil erosion and sedimentation problems
have not adequately characterized sources of erosion, sediment
delivery, and sediment deposition between sources and downstream
locations . It is the view of the authors that most soil erosion
and sedimentation studies should be focused on the drainage basin
as the unit of study in order that the entire erosion process may
be evaluated . While plot studies or river reach studies may be
required in some cases, the results of these studies should be
viewed against the overall catchment response to further
understanding of soil erosion processes .

Recent studies by the authors have used the drainage basin as the
unit of study to evaluate the soil erosion and sedimentation
process . Evaluation of soil erosion processes with temporal and
spatial perspectives has provided valuable insights into our
understanding of soil erosion and sediment delivery . For
example, analysis of the temporal distribution of soil loss from
data generated from plot studies has revealed maximum soil
erosion levels to occur during intense rainfall events during the
summer months, while the transport of eroded sediments by streams
has been found from stream monitoring data to be highest in the
spring months of March and April . This observation has lead to
the conclusion that while local soil detachment processes may be
maximum in the summer months, the period of maximum transport of
eroded sediments is the spring of the year . Field observations
of the spatial distribution of erosion source areas have revealed
that the erosion sensitive areas of a watershed that contribute
sediments to streams are seasonally dynamic but reach their
maximum areal distribution of about 25% of the watershed area in
the spring of the year .

Such temporal and spatial perspectives of the soil erosion and
sedimentation process can serve as a basis for the formulation of
strategies for remedial programmes for the improvement of water
quality . For example, only those areas of a watershed that
contribute sediments to streams (often 25% of the total watershed
area) might be initially considered for control programmes .
Further, a search could be made for erosion control methodologies
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that are most effective for the soil, vegetation and climatic
conditions that exist'in the spring of the year when 75% of the
annual stream sediment load is transported .

It is believed that a systemmatic approach -- involving a
watershed viewpoint of the total soil erosion and sedimentation
process, and incorporating both temporal and areal perspectives
-- can provide answers to many of our questions regarding
erosion, and a foundation for the development of cost-effective
remedial measures .
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Urban Erosion and Sedimentation
Planning for Prevention

Friday June 17, 1977

Humber College, North Campus
Toronto, Ontario

Program
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09 :00 - 09 :30 - Registration and Coffee .

09 :30 - 10 :00 - Position Statement on Land Use, Mr . A .S . Ansell,
President, Ontario Chapter, S .C .S .A .

10 :00 - 10 :15 - Introduction to Program, Dr . G .J . Wall,
University of Guelph .

10 :15 - 11 :45 - Implementation of Urban Control Urban
Development Process , Mr . B .R . Ward, Ministry of
Environment .

Erosion and Sedimentation in River Valleys,
Mr . D . Green, Credit Valley Conservation Authority .

A Ratepayer's View of Valley Land Development ,
Mr . L . Martin .

11 :45 - 12 :00 - Question Period .

12 :00 - 01 :15 - Lunch

01 :15 - 03 :15 - Erosion and Sedimentation in River Valleys,
Mr . A . Sa a an u, Metropolitan Toronto an Region
Conservation Authority .

Erosion Control During Construction of Highways ,
Mr . J .J . Armstrong, Ministry o Transportation and
Communications

Storm Water Management for Erosion Control,
Mr . R . Young an Mr . M . Koevoets, Department of
Public Works, City of Burlington .

Perception of Erosion Problems in Urban
Environments, Mr . A . Bunting ; Bunting, Wardman, Ltd .

03 :15 - 03 :30 - Coffee

03 :30 - 04 :00 - Panel Discussion .



Corrective Measures
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Erosion and Sedimentation in River Valleys

Mr . D . Greer

Credit Valley Conservation Authority

The present and future trends in the governmental review process
are towards placing less emphasis on outright purchase or
acquisition of lands and greater emphasis on control . For this
reason, more and more demands are being placed on adequate
legislation, policies and their equitable application . This
trend is born out by the implementation of the Environmental
Assessment Act and the proposed changes to the Planning Act, the
Comdominium Act and the Conservation Authorities Act . The
majority of the proposed changes involve expanding the references
to environmental concerns .

There are two basic means of controlling erosion and
sedimentation - corrective measures and preventative measures .

The most concern and difficulty to all parties involved, is
correcting situations which have arisen in the past as a result
of inadequate planning, unexpected changes in the channel of a
watercourse or due to human activity such as removing vegetation
on hazardous slopes, directing drainage onto slopes or disturbing
the existing profile of the top of bank or the slope .

Erosion and sedimentation revetment works (facings to sustain an
embankment) sometimes create more problems than they solve . For
example, does an Authority participate in the cost of the erosion
control works if the erosion is not directly associated with a
watercourse? If so, how much should be contributed? In what
situations? And when do other participants such as the landowner
and the municipality get involved? Past experience has shown
that where such works are undertaken there are problems with land
ownership, downstream owners, maintenance and liability .

The Authority has and is continuing to receive many complaints
with respect to erosion on private lands . In the past, the
Authority has completed erosion control works on Authority owned
lands . However, the rapidly increasing urban area is also
increasing the run-off volumes and velocities thereby increasing
erosion on private lands . For these reasons the Authority has
adopted policies with respect to erosion control on private
lands .

The majority of private land erosion is occurring on hazard lands
which are not considered to be suitable for development .
Therefore, one alternative for Authority participation in
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revetment work is that the lands be transferred to Authority
ownership .

Under our mandate the Authority must limit its area of
responsibility to erosion caused by natural processes as a direct
result of open channel flow in natural watercourses .

As well as protecting private property, the benefits derived by
the Authority are improvements in the hydrological flow of the
watercourse and the reduction of siltation .

Of the watercourses in Mississauga 60 percent have no
problems or the erosion will be rectified as a result of the
subdivision review process .

The main erosion problems (80 percent) are located on three
watercourses : the Credit River, Cooksville Creek and
Sheridan Creek .

A hazard to residential buildings occurs on 8 percent of the
watercourses .

In this respect, the Authority at present has contracted a hazard
area study for our watershed . The results of this study will
provide information on existing erosion, its severity, a priority
system for remedial works and necessary action to avoid erosion
problems in areas scheduled for future development .

St . Peter's Anglican Church

Case Study No . 1

St . Peter's Anglican Church is located at the top of a west bank
of the Credit River . Between the church yard and the river is an
embankment some seventy feet high . The lower face of the slope
was weathering and an area of approximately 200 feet long
extending over 40 feet up the bank was denuded of vegetation .

It was important to prevent further deterioration of the slope
because of the proximity of the ;churchyard, to prevent further
loss of vegetation and to prevent blockage of the flows under the
Dundas Street bridge .

The lower face of the slope was a nearly vertical shale bank .
Above the shale the slope of .the overburden was approximately
vertical to one horizontal . Upstream, the shale layers were
weathered and the interface with overburden was not clearly
defined, consequently the slope was more uniform .

one

Essentially, the embankment is sandy gravel material overlying
shale bedrock . The lower portion of the slope is shale and the
rate of decay in this area was relatively slow. The majority of



the problems were caused by surface runoff and groundwater in the
higher slopes and the close proximity of the Credit River
prevented the formation of a stable toe of material at the bottom
of the slope .

Solutions to arrest the erosion and stabilize the slope were
subject to a number of constraints . The location of the stream
governed the extent of work at the toe of the slope and the
location of buildings and topography limited works at the top of
the slope .

Retaining structures at the top or at some intermediate point of
the slope would have been difficult to construct and would have
caused a major disruption . Consequently, the most desirable
solution was a gabion retaining wall at the toe of the slope
founded in the shale bedrock . It was constructed on a curved
alignment from the Dundas Street bridge and extended 200 feet
upstream . The retaining wall was proportioned so it could retain
a backfill slope of 1 .75 horizontal to 1 vertical, intersecting
the existing bank at the top of slope . The actual fill only
extended to the existing trees and vegetation in the upper area .
In the near future, the disturbed area will be planted with
suitable shrubs and trees .

This solution was found to be most appropriate when considering
slope drainage, varying materials and slopes as well as being the
most economical at an approximate cost of $135,000 .

Preventative Measures
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A more desirable means of avoiding problems like St . Peter's
Anglican Church is to prevent them from occurring in the first
place through input to the subdivision review process .

Section 334 .(g) of the Planning Act provides for the
incorporation of flood control and conservation works in the
approval process . The conditions of draft plan approval for a
proposal may then reflect these concerns and provide for top of
bank setbacks for lots and buildings, the incorporation of
hazardous slopes, watercourses and flood plains into open space
blocks, the maintenance of vegetation, run-off and grading
controls, the provision of slope stability studies and erosion
control works .

When a plan of subdivision is proposed, it is important to
recognize a potential erosion problem even though no erosion may
be occurring at present .

As well as limiting the lot lines to the top of bank it is
necessary to restrict buildings and other structures such as
swimming pools to the inherent angle of stability for individual
soil characteristics . During the change from a basically rural
to an urban environment, the grading, drainage, timing of



construction and stockpiling of materials adjacent to the top of
bank all place the existing stable condition in jeopardy .

In areas where active erosion is occurring these same conditions
apply . A slope stability analysis could indicate the problem
causing the erosion and offer solutions . Until such time as
these solutions are known, any comment on the design of the plan
is felt to be premature . After all parties affected by the
required works have agreed upon the course of action, the plan
may be redesigned by the applicant to accommodate the works and
the correction of the problem will become a condition of the
approval for the plan .
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Along significant watercourses the Authority suggests that a
flooding hazard exists . Because of this hazard and the
meandering characteristics of watercourses, the Credit Valley
Conservation Authority. restricts lot lines to the flood line .
The flood plains may then be used to form a linear park system .
In this way, residential properties are not flood prone and a
buffer strip of vegetation is preserved between the development
and the watercourse to detain surface runoff and prevent
sedimentation .

Creditview Subdivision

Case Study No . -2

An example of the proceeding is a proposed plan of subdivision
which was submitted to the Authority for a parcel of land
adjacent to an oxbow of the Credit River .

Nine hundred feet of the northerly portion of the site are
bounded by the Credit River . The existing valley slopes extend
approximately thirty feet above the river and the channel is
adjacent to the toe of the slope . There was evidence of recent
slope failures resulting in complete vegetation loss on clay
silty till slopes in excess of 30 percent . The valley rim line
or natural angle or stability was located approximately 100 feet
from the top of bank .

Prior to draft approval, a slope stability analysis was requested
and the corrective remedial measures agreed upon were to
construct gabions at the toe of the slope extending above the
"regional flood line ." The slopes above the gabions were to be
filled to a 4 :1 slope to an intermediate point on the bank, and
an eight foot walkway for pedestrians was incorporated . Above
the walkway, the slopes were cut to a 3 :1 slope extending to a
new top of bank . The lots could then be designed to provide the
rear lot line at the new top of bank .

The draft plan was then submitted and the provisions of the slope
stability analysis were incorporated in the conditions of



approval . Although the works have yet to be completed, the
provisions which were accommodated prior to development are
expected to resolve future problems to private residential
properties before they occur .

Conclusions
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Most of the problems with respect to erosion and sedimentation
presently being experienced are the result of past development
trends . Future problems can be avoided at minimal cost to either
the future land owners or the environment through adequate
planning controls .

Existing erosion on valleylands can be repaired as a condition of
approval . In areas where revetment works are not physically or
aesthetically desirable, lot lines and structures may be . limited
to the natural angle of stability . Erosion along the banks of
watercourses should not pose a problem to residential property if
lot lines are restricted to the "regional flood line ."

Sedimentation may be controlled by providing a buffer zone of
natural vegetation between the development and the existing
drainage swales . Artificial slopes and fill should be at no
greater angle than that which can be retained by vegetative
cover . In any event they should not be exposed for an extended
period of time without adequate sedimentation control devices .
During preservicing and construction, properly designed silt
traps and sedimentation ponds including a maintenance schedule is
sufficient to curtail most of the sediment from reaching a
watercourse .

At the present time the Authority is working towards storm water
detention . Provisions such as detaining rainfall on flat
industrial and commercial roofs through the use of downspout
controls adds little extra cost to the developer and provides
some minor detention . In Mississauga, there are two areas where
man-made lakes have been constructed which are fed by storm water
for drainage areas of approximately 300 acres, including
sedimentation ponds .

Other provisions such as disconnected downspouts, surface
drainage, ponding in parking lots and increasing the distance
between man-holes will serve to minimize the destructive peak
flows in watercourses thereby preventing erosion and
sedimentation . However, municipalities are reluctant to change
their by-laws and provisions for standard storm sewers . It is
important that municipalities are urged to accept this method of
erosion and sedimentation control if detention is to become a
viable means of erosion and siltation prevention .

The Credit River is the best sport fisheries river system of its
size flowing into Lake Ontario . Each year the natural trout
population is augmented through stocking of both trout and salmon
species until today the Credit River is known and actively angled
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by fishermen throughout Southern Ontario . Sedimentation is the
largest single threat to this resource and the Credit Valley
Conservation Authority is actively pursuing an erosion prevention
program so that the Credit will remain as a valuable natural
resource in the years to come .



INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

PLANNING FOR EROSION CONTROL AND BANK STABILIZATION
IN THE RIVER VALLEYS OF METROPOLITAN TORONTO

Ajit Sahabandu P . Eng .

Metropolitan Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority

The purpose of this paper is to outline a case study in planning
for erosion control and bank stabilization in the river valleys
of Metropolitan Toronto .

The river valleys are, undoubtedly, some of the most beautiful
parts of Metro ; but with a rapidly expanding populace there
exists a heavy demand for development of the valley system . Two
basic reasons for this appear to be :

(1) That Metro's boundaries are defined and, therefore,
bring about pressure for in-filling of the valleys,
being one of the few areas remaining ; and

(2)

	

That the aesthetics of the valley system make it prime
land for development .

We all know that land abutting a valley is much sought after and,
therefore, it is inevitable that awareness of the problems of
erosion would increase because of the potential economic loss to
owners . Consequently, it is also somewhat inevitable that many
owners attempt to increase the area of usable land on their lot
by introducing fill on the slopes .

The extremely fast degree of urbanization within Metro increased
the number of problems caused by erosion and, naturally, aroused
public concern . With the increase in the intensity of erosion
and the associated increase in recession rates, there came about
an increase in the total number of erosion sites . This, in turn,
brought about the incidence of more frequent problems of larger
magnitude and, therefore, higher remedial costs .

The evidence of problems caused by erosion ie, physical,
financial, administrative and legal - were recognized for
sometime in Metropolitan Toronto . All the boroughs ; the Parks
and Works Departments of Metro ; the Conservation Authority (to be
referred to as Authority hereafter) and various departments of
the provincial government were involved in erosion control work .
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In a number of cases, private institutions and owners had
individually carried out protective or restorative work,
sometimes with negative effect . While this public work was
proceeding, the Authority and its member municipalities were
continually besieged by requests for assistance from private
owners . At this stage, the usual reply was that it was not the
practice of the Authority to undertake erosion control schemes on
private property . The Authority involved itself by practice
rather than stated policy in erosion control schemes only on land
owned by the Authority .

The physical problems were compounded by the administrative
problems. arising with the many agencies involved in any normal
Municipal process, having either no jurisdiction or overlapping
jurisdictions to control such situations . There was clearly no
central agency responsible for the administration of remedial
programs . In addition, the Province of Ontario had no
comprehensive policy with respect to these valley areas within
Metro in which they would play a role with respect to remedial
works .

The year 1967 showed a departure from previous Authority
practice, when two problem areas on private property were
corrected . These locations were St . Lucie Drive and Troutbrook
Drive in the Borough of North York, where extremely dangerous
bank instability existed and loss of residences was feared .

With the obvious need for overall co-ordination, the Technical
Advisory Committee on Parks and Conservation was appointed to
analyze the entire problem . Having investigated the
administrative and jurisdictional problems, the Committee named
the Authority as the agency which should have the ability and
jurisdiction to control, monitor, prepare programs and carry out
remedial works .

The Committee also defined area responsibilities by classifying
the streams in Metro as major, intermediate and minor . A major
watercourse was defined as one draining over 2,000 acres and/or
having Metropolitan significance ; an intermediate watercourse as
one generally draining between 1,000 and 2,000 acres and having
some Metropolitan significance ; and a minor watercourse is one
generally draining less than 1,000 acres and/or considered to be
of only local significance .

The Authority was given responsibility for major and intermediate
watercourses and the local borough or the City of Toronto is
responsible . for minor watercourses .

The Authority, as its first task, decided to find out the extent
of existing problems, their location and cause . This meant
obtaining an inventory of sites and documenting the type and
extent of the problems in order to establish the need for erosion



REMEDIAL WORK PROGRAMME

(1) Man-made Problems :

43

control measures . In 1969, the foregoing study was carried out
for the Authority by James F . MacLaren Ltd . This study generated
the required data base for a plan of erosion control in Metro .
It was evident at this stage that there was a need for a remedial
works programme to look after the existing problem and to amend
legislation and bylaws in order to plan for prevention of
problems in the future .

The Authority's next task was to obtain approval of the remedial
works programme from the Province of Ontario and from
Metropolitan Toronto, which was designated as the benefiting
municipality . The approval process took almost one year, in
which the project brief had to be approved by seven agencies .
The approvals required and the total time taken to obtain them,
denotes in itself the importance of planning that far in advance .
The project commenced shortly after receiving Ontario Municipal
Board approval on September 9, 1974 .

No doubt it was evident that it was an initial lack of foresight
and appropriate technical planning for erosion control and bank
stabilization in the valley system that resulted in the necessity
for establishing a remedial work programme .

For the purpose of this paper, I will confine myself to
discussing the man-made erosion problems, and not the natural
forms of erosion existent in Metro .

The Authority's responsibility for erosion control
within the valley system includes the river and its
banks, the valley floor and the valley wall .

The following practices represent some examples of man-
made erosion problems now requiring remedial action :

Inadequate_ Setbacks

(i)

	

Location of dwellings
(ii) Location of garages, parking lots, pools,

fences, etc .

Although we concern ourselves, to some extent,
with adequate setbacks for dwellings prior to the
issuance of building permits, too often we do not
concern ourselves enough about the location of
garages, parking lots, pools, fences, etc . The
psychological effect of losing the fence along the
rear lot line, is sufficient to arouse the concern



It is evident that there should be more serious
planning of any recreational facilities to be
implemented in the valley system. The ideal
acceptable use of a valley would obviously be to
leave it in its natural state .

In an urban community such as metro, it is
difficult not to utilize such open space for other
acceptable uses such as recreation . However,
improperly planned and placed recreational
facilities are also subject to erosion processes
and, therefore, require due attention .

(b) Fill Problems
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of the owners, who automatically expect their
dwellings to follow soon after .

(iii) Location of bicycle pathways, walkways and
tennis courts .

Landscaping and final grading plans for valley
walls and table land abutting a valley when
submitted for authorization are usually reviewed
only in a surficial manner . There is relatively
little emphasis placed on the stability
requirements such as : the type of fill
introduced, the desired angle (ie, final grade)
for the type of fill, internal drainage
characteristics, the total volume of fill
introduced or the method of placement and where
the degree of compaction is too often overlooked .

Indiscriminate filling of backyards and valley
walls, introduce surcharge loads, sometimes
disrupting internal drainage and destroying
existing vegetation .

(c)

	

Storm Water Management

Inadequate storM water management, both on a macro
level in the development of subdivisions,
industrial complexes and the like and on a micro
level (ie, individual lots), undoubtedly
contribute towards the problem of erosion in an
urban setting .

At the macro level, the creation of essentially
impervious surfaces during urbanization, with the
introduction of streets, sidewalks, driveways and
parking lots, provides for a direct increase in
volumes of runoff, which in turn result in high
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velocities and increased rates of erosion in the
river . The indirect effects resulting from a
reduction in infiltration and its associated
effects on ground water characteristics,
vegetation and ground cover and are just as
important .

From a micro standpoint, poor control of water
discharging from downspouts, pipe outlets,
swimming pool drainage and poor lot grading add to
the overall problem .

(d) Destroying Vegetation

The destruction of vegetation directly and
indirectly (ie, smothering with refuse,
grassclippings, etc) contributes to increased
rates of surface erosion . Quite often a lower
level of revegetation results because of attempts
to re-establish such areas . There also appears to
be little attention given to the selection of
plant material most suitable for certain slopes
vis-a-vis types of soil, moisture content, shade
requirements, etc .

(e) Poor or Inadequate Planning_
Structures

Poor or inadequate planning and design of
structures such as retaining walls backed by
imported fill without regard for drainage
requirements, careless design of sewer outfalls
and sewer crossings (of watercourses), improperly
aligned bridge piers which tend to deflect or back
eddy the flow of water all lend their share
towards the overall problem of erosion .

There should be more attention focussed on
planning and design when locating utilities such
as manholes, sewers and sewer crossings, bridge
abutments, pipe line or cable crossings, with
respect to long-term erosion potential .

Municipalities are sometimes concerned only about
their local problems . Consequently, it is
important to look beyond the local municipality to
ascertain upstream and downstream effects of a
particular proposal . This is best achieved by an
agency such as the Conservation Authority ; which,
having jurisdiction over the entire watercourse,
is in a position to weigh the overall effects
prior to recommending appropriate design criteria .



COMMENT :

The foregoing man-made problems indicate an obvious lack of
public awareness regarding potential problems associated with the
use of the valley system resource . It is imperative to make
developers, existing home owners, future home owners, the
municipalities and the public at large more cognizant of these
problems .

(2) Project Cost

The Remedial Work Project is funded on a 50 :50 basis
between the Province of Ontario and the Municipality.of
Metropolitan Toronto as a ten year programme and five-
year project .

It provides for $500,000 per year and where remedial
work is carried out on a major watercourse Metro
assumes responsibility for its levy of 50% . For an
intermediate watercourse, Metro may, in turn, assess a
share of the cost back against the borough in which the
work was located .

The Authority has some 430 sites on its inventory where
remedial works have been requested . With sites where
the cost to rectify the problem is around $300,000, it
is difficult, to say the least, to even keep pace with
the existing problems .

(3) The Protect
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The remedial work project has three basic components
which are major remedial work, minor remedial work and
a re-vegetation programme . The latter two are mainly
preventative in purpose .

Major Remedial Work :

Major remedial work is carried out on a priority
system, which was initially developed in the MacLaren
Study and was based on a hazard index and an
instability index . However, since erosion is a dynamic
process, the priorities have to be analyzed and
reviewed on a regular basis .

The general procedure adopted is described as follows

(a) Establish priority of site .
(b) Determine the remedial design block .
(c) Prepare design and estimate

- alternative designs
- environmental assessment



(d) Cost - benefit decision
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PLANNING TO PREVENT FUTURE PROBLEMS

type of work suited for the site
availability of material
time of year suitable for work
cost

does the cost justify the protection and
the degree of protection provided .
does the site fall within floodplain
acquisition boundaries .
decision to carry out remedial work or
purchase property in order to provide
sufficient protection

(e) Approach private property owners and discuss the
existing problem, the design to correct the
problem and the owners involvement as required by
Project Policy and finalize negotiations regarding
contributions towards the proposed work .

The policy reads :

"Where private property is involved, the owner
agrees to make a suitable contribution towards the
cost of work by way of land and/or money ."

(f) Undertake remedial work

The remedial work project is strictly a reaction to an immediate
need, but does little to control the causes . Therefore, there is
a need for long-term planning over large areas with consideration
on the whole watershed system .

In planning for prevention of future problems, the Province of
Ontario's ammended Conservation Authorities Act adopted in
August, 1975 (Section 27, Sub-section 1) contained provisions
providing for more stringent enforcement of fill regulations to
prevent the misuse of valley slopes and the illegal placement of
fill and for controlling subdivision development work or
redevelopment work, as pertaining to erosion control .

Most official plans have already designated valley lands as open
space, green belt or hazard lands .

The Authority compiled a document entitled "Conservation Aspects
of Official Plans" and submitted it to the Municipality of
Metropolitan Toronto, the Regional Municipalities of Peel, York



and Durham requesting that the applicable statements therein be
adopted and included in their official plans .

Statements four to eleven of the aforementioned brief include the
following summarized items :

SEDIMENTATION
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That Council should pass bylaws prohibiting development
or the placing of fill in areas regulated by the
Authority, and should amend existing bylaws having
affect in these areas, to ensure that development will
not proceed without the approval of the Authority .

That Council should use all available means to improve
storm water management in order to minimize downstream
flooding, erosion and pollution based on criteria
recommended by the ministries of Natural Resources and
Environment, and the Conservation Authority .

That the Council designate water courses as major,
intermediate or minor, in consultation with the
Authority .

That the Council should recognize the necessity to
provide inadequate buffer for valley lands and,
therefore, establish a development setback of at least
100 feet from top of bank on major or intermediate
valleys and 40 feet from top of bank for minor valleys
for the purpose of regulating, building or the placing
of fill adjacent to those valleys, unless such building
or the placing of fill enhances the valley as a non-
renewable resource .

That when considering development applications, Council
should use powers under The Planning Act to prevent
unnecessary changes in the character of the
predeveloped landscape, including topography,
vegetative cover and drainage .

The official statements have been accepted by Metro and when
adopted and included in the Municipal Official Plans will
certainly playa major role in planning for control of erosion
and sedimentation . Legislation specifically designed to permit
municipalities or the Authority to require developers to prove
the long-term stability of a valley wall prior to obtaining
building permits in the near vicinity could greatly assist in
obviating future problems .

	

`

The main sources of sediment within the valley system of Metro
appear to be from the scour action resulting from the steep river



gradients, development sites and storm sewers within Metro and
the sediment contribution from upstream rural areas . However,
there appears to be relatively little accumulation of this
sediment within the river valleys of Metropolitan Toronto .
Because the streams in Metro are generally short, steep and
flashy it . provides for a flushing action, especially under high
flow conditions . Therefore, any deposition of sediment is mostly
at the mouth of the river where the Toronto Harbour Commission,
Metro Parks and the Authority's Waterfront Section strive to
check the problem.

In summary, the Authority has certainly not had to deal with any
appreciable accretion problem within Metro's valleys . As
dictated by standard design practice, the Authority in its own
work introduces sediment catchment ponds or settling basins,
during construction of remedial work within the valley system .

The Authority is presently into its second year of monitoring the
effects that channelization, bank stabilization and dam
construction have on the environmental regime of a watercourse .
Although this program records suspended sediment loads in those
areas it is not geared towards determining sediment sources or
the contribution from each of those sources . Therefore at this
point in time, the Authority is not in a position to identify the
extent of the problem or to develop direct and effective
solutions for sedimentation in Metro's valleys .

CONCLUSIONS
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(1) Erosion being a dynamic process causes continuous
change in site conditions . Therefore, it is important
to correct a problem at the early stages . Increased
funding is imperative in order to catch up with and, if
possible, stay ahead of the existing problems, which
can only increase at a greater rate with the rapidly
expanding urban community of Metropolitan Toronto .

(2)

	

It is important to plan for prevention or control of
future problems by adopting consistent policies with
requisite legislation or bylaws at all levels of
government, to prevent such man-made problems as
inadequate setbacks, fill problems, storm water
management, destroying of vegetation and the poor or
inadequate planning and design of structures . Together
with the foregoing, the public at large should be made
more aware of potential problems in the use of the
valley system resource .

(3) With an appropriate level of funding to correct
existing problems and proper planning to prevent future
problems, together with adequate enforcement of
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regulations and bylaws, costly remedial works such as
the ones described may not be a necessity in the
future .



Storm Water Management for Erosion Control
Storm Drainage Criteria Manual : City of Burlington

Mr . M. Koevoets, Mr . R . Young

Department of Public Works, City of Burlington

In recent years there has been a growing public concern over the
increased occurrence of flooding and erosion of natural
watercourses in areas of rapid urbanization . The basic cause of
this concern was the traditional storm drainage philosophy of
removing the runoff as expeditiously as possible to a convenient
watercourse . At times little attention was paid toward the short
term and long term consequences such a practice would have upon
the receiving waters . As more runoff was artificially channeled
into the natural watercourse from newly developed areas,
downstream flooding and erosion became more prevalent .

Of these two problems, it was usually erosion which created the
greater concern since it continually occurred with each rainfall
event independent of the rainfall intensity or duration . Some of
the problems created by erosion and its resulting associate
sedimentation are as follows :

1 .

	

Undermining of structures along watercourses .

2 .

	

Reduction of the runoff carrying capacity of the
watercourse by sedimentation deposits .

3 .

	

Loss of various forms of vegetation along creek banks .

4 .

	

Pollution of watercourses killing aquatic life by
cutting off sunlight and depleting oxygen .

5 .

	

Gradual loss of useable land with increasing bank
erosion .

6 .

	

Blocked drainage inlets and culverts with sediment
build-up .

7 .

	

Loss of valuable soil, especially topsoil .

S .

	

Increased flood damage attributable to sediment flood
waters .

9 .

	

Gradual aesthetic degradation of watercourses .

The schemes implemented to resolve the majority of erosion and
flooding problems which developed usually consisted of creek
improvement projects whose nature varied from isolated spot
improvements to complete channelization or enclosure . A program
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of this nature if pursued can drastically alter and eventually
eliminate the natural drainage system . This fact combined with
the inflationary construction and maintenance expenditures, at a
time when economic restraint is being promoted, create a need for
the development of new methodologies of approach and the re-
appraisal of old ones .

As a consequence, the City of Burlington secured the services of
a consultant to re-examine the current urban drainage policy and
design practices with a focus on newly developed storm water
management techniques and environmental concerns and summarize
the study findings in one manual .

The objectives of the manual were to develop and establish
guidelines, standards and methods for sound storm drainage
planning and design . It should be noted that no attempt was made
to outline the exact procedures to be followed for the resolution
of any one particular drainage problem as this is impossible to
do . Every drainage area and watercourse has its own particular
characteristics and should be treated individually with respect
to both analysis and design . However, an attempt was made to
provide a sense of direction in the selection of the analytical
tools and procedures to be utilized as well as the design
criteria to be employed .

Contained within the following pages are excerpts from the Storm
Drainage Criteria Manual of the City of Burlington which pertain
to the planning for prevention of urban erosion and

	

,
sedimentation .
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In order to achieve an orderly urban growth, it is necessary to
have well defined urban storm drainage policies for the planning
and design o£ storm drainage facilities . Furthermore, as
drainage is a regional feature which affects all governmental
jurisdictions and all parcels of property, it is essential that
the development of drainage policies balance both public and
private involvement . The following drainage policies have,
therefore, been formulated on that basis .

The Role of the Urban Storm Drainage System
in Relation to the Total Urban System

The urban storm drainage system is a sub-system of the total
urban system . Furthermore, it is a service sub-system for the
general urban development . The planning of storm drainage
facilities must, therefore, be in general conformance with the
general development plan .

ace Allocation for the Urban Storm Draina

The space requirement for the urban storm drainage system must be
considered in the planning process .

it must be recognized that adequate storm drainage facilities
will compete for space along with other servicing components and
land uses . Should the provision of space for the storm drainage
facilities be inadequate on the land use plan, then the storm
water runoff will conflict with other land uses, resulting in the
possibility of water damages and the disruption of other urban
systems .

The Treatment of the Storm Runoff as a Resource

Storm water runoff must be considered as part of the urban water
resource system . It need not always be looked upon as a
liability, as it has the potential for beneficial use . Such use,
however, must be compatible with existing water law and adjacent
land uses .

When treating storm water runoff as a resource, attention must be
paid to the quality aspects of the water . This, in turn, relates
to such practices as street cleaning, catchbasin cleaning, solid
waste collection, street de-icing and the control of erosion from
construction sites .
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The Data Collection of Ba sic Knowledge

The first step in the implementation of an urban storm drainage
program is to get the facts . A detailed program of analyzing and
collecting data will, therefore, be undertaken so that the storm
drainage facilities can be planned in an intelligent and orderly
fashion . The physical data which will be analyzed and collected
include the following :

(a) topography - relief and soils

(b) elevations of groundwater table

(c) details of existing structures associated with drainage

(d) up-to-date record of rights-of-way

(e) limits of existing and potential developments

(f) up-to-date meteorological records such as rainfall,
snowfall, temperature, etc

(g)

	

flow measurements

(h) water quality measurements

(i) infiltration measurements

(j) flood levels in the receiving waters

(k) flood damage data

The Co-ordination of Drainage Facilities with
Planning for menpace and Transportation

In order to achieve an orderly development and lower drainage
costs, the planning for drainage facilities shall be co-ordinated
with other urban needs, such as the following :

1 .

	

Open Space

open space provides a significant urban social benefit
and can readily be combined with natural watercourses,
thereby creating a desirable multiple use with reduced
land costs .

2 . Transportation

The design and construction of new streets and highways
shall be fully integrated with drainage needs of the
urban area for better streets and highways, better
drainage, and to avoid creation of flooding hazards
during major storms . The location of borrow pits shall



be integrated with broad planning objectives, including
that of storm runoff detention .

Natural Watercourses
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Natural watercourses can have a high recreation use potential and
shall be used whenever possible for the conveyance of storm water
runoff .

Rechannelizing, straightening, lining and enclosing a natural
watercourse shall be avoided, whenever possible, as this usually
increases the velocity of flow, thereby causing greater
downstream peak flows and higher downstream drainage costs .
Furthermore, it does nothing to enhance the environment .
Conversely, watercourses having a slow flow, grassy bottoms and
sides and wide water surfaces provide significant storage
capacity . This storage is beneficial in that it reduced
downstream runoff peaks and provides an opportunity for
groundwater recharge .

Special attention must be paid to the design of storm sewer
outfalls in natural watercourses so as to ensure that they will.
blend in with the environment and cause no erosion problems .

Storage

The design of permanent and temporary ponding and/or storage
shall be an integral part of the overall development planning
process and shall consider opportunities within the open space
and landscaped areas for the creation of such facilities .
Storage is, therefore, a primary factor to consider in storm
water runoff management .

Provision of storage can :

(a) reduce peak runoff rates

(b) aid in groundwater recharge

(c)

	

provide an attenuation mechanism if storm water is to
be treated

(d) lessen the possibility of downstream flooding, stream
erosion and sedimentation .

The type of storage facility to be considered shall include the
use of rooftops, parking lots, playing fields, property swales,
parks, road embankments, pits, ponds and reservoirs .
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The Maintenance of Storaqe Facilities

A fundamental requirement for an effective and properly
functioning storage facility is proper maintenance (regular
removal of debris and sediment) without which it would become
unsightly and a health hazard . For this reason the City of
Burlington must ensure that storage facilities will be properly
maintained and model by-laws will be developed accordingly .

Preparation and Submission of a
Functional Storm Drainage Report

Prior to the review of a draft plan of subdivision, the City of
Burlington requires that a functional storm drainage report be
submitted covering such factors as :

1 .

	

Limitations and constraints external to the site, if
any .

2 .

	

Proposed internal and external drainage patterns for
both the major and the minor drainage system .

	

-

3 . , External traffic considerations which will influence
street patterns and Consequently the major drainage
system .

4 .

	

Proposed methods to reduce storm water runoff .

Lot Grading

An essential prerequisite to a successful minor and major
drainage system is a properly designed, implemented and
controlled lot grading plan . For this reason, detailed lot
grading plans shall be submitted to the City of Burlington for
their approval prior to development . At the conclusion of
construction activities, the developer shall engage a
professional engineer to certify to the City of Burlington that
the lot grading has been executed in accordance with the approved
plans before the lot grading is officially approved and accepted .
Furthermore, the acquisition of permanent easements for all
significant swales will be considered in order to ensure that the
proper grading is maintained .

Erosion and Sediment Control Measures

Consideration must be given to erosion and sediment controls at
all construction sites . The developer shall, therefore, submit
with the development plans, all erosion and sediment control
measures which will be implemented during the construction
period . Furthermore, a clause shall be inserted in each
development agreement stating that during the construction period

t

t

r
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adequate erosion and sediment controls must be carried out to the
satisfaction of the Director of Public Works .

The construction of highways, factories and houses, etc, entails
a substantial amount of earth moving which necessitates the
removal of the natural protective cover in the form of vegetation
and organic topsoil thereby making the construction sites very
sisceptible to rainfall erosion . The eroded material will be
transferred to the drainage system by the resulting runoff .

Among the many techniques to reduce this sediment yield are :

1 .

	

The proper selection of construction site taking
topographic, soil and vegetative characteristics into
account .

2 .

	

The retention and protection of as much of the natural
cover as possible .

3 .

	

The temporary mulching of all erodible soils until the
permanent cover has become established .

4 .

	

The protection of newly constructed drainage channels .

5 .

	

The protection of earth stock piles .

6 .

	

The timing of earth moving activities to coincide with
the season of least erosion .

7 .

	

The construction of sediment traps and sediment basins .

At present there are no sediment control laws for the Province of
Ontario, but under the regulations of the Environmental
Assessment Act 1975, future major projects and development
programmes of the Ontario Government and its principal agencies
will require an environmental impact assessment before they are
undertaken . Erosion and sediment controls for such projects as
new provincial highways, sewage and water treatment plants and
major building complexes will, therefore, be examined under this
Act . The Act does not yet apply to the private sector . It is of
interest to note that the state of Iowa in the United States has
enacted a sediment control law in which reasonable annual soil
loss limits were established as the regulation factors . The soil
loss limits which were adopted for this law are as follows :

1 .

	

Agricultural and Horticultural Lands

maximum rates of soil erosion for these lands are the
average annual soil loss expressed in tons per acre per
year varying from 2 to 5 tons .



2 .

	

Non-Agricultural Lands

3 .

	

Construction Sites

1 . Environmental
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Public parks, urban lands, industrial parks, airports,
public and private recreation lands, roads, streets,
highways and other lands, an average annual soil loss
of 5 tons per acre per year .

Housing developments, shopping centres, industrial park
developments, commercial building sites, highways,
drainage channels, floodways, water impoundment
structures, and other similar projects . The maximum
rate of soil erosion permitted is 5 tons per acre per
year leaving the site .

In the state of Maryland in the United States, the Department of
Natural Resources has quoted a figure of 15 tons per acre per
year as being the maximum allowable sediment yield for
construction sites .

The Criteria for Assessment of Alternatives

The proper assessment of various storm water management
alternatives requires a careful analysis of the following
aspects :

An important criteria for assessing alternatives is the
potential improvement of storm water quality . For
example, the removal of sediment and debris at storage
facilities can improve the downstream water quality .

Other environmental aspects to be included in the
assessment of alternatives are the usage of natural
streams, the preservation of the natural ecology and
the recreational and aesthetic benefits .

A useful method of assessing the environmental impact
of alternatives is by constructing a matrix of
alternatives and then scoring the related benefits in a
relative manner .

2 . Economic

An economic analysis is one of the most important
aspects for assessing alternatives . A commonly used
method of assessment is by means of a cost-benefit
analysis .

The assessment of costs related to flood damage can be
determined from existing records such as basement



flooding reports, etc . Other costs for assessment
purposes include :

(a) the construction and capital costs

(b) operation and maintenance costs

(c) amortization cost
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(d) inconvenience costs

(e) taxes .

For an economic analysis of a minor drainage system,
where the benefits are mostly intangible, an
alternative solution is to compare schemes on the basis
of fixed cost, maximum effectiveness or fixed
effectiveness, minimum cost .

3 .

	

Operation and Maintenance

In the assessment of alternatives, consideration must
be given to the normal operation and maintenance of the
system . Such considerations include :

(a) regular cleaning of catch basins, inlets and
gutters, etc

(b) maintenance of storage facilities, ie, regular
removal of debris and sediment

(c) algae, plant and mosquito control at storage
facilities

(d) maintenance of pumps, valves, pipes, manholes and
screens

Development _Agreements

The treatment of storm water runoff within any proposed
development is at times a major issue of concern . As a result,
any stipulated constraints with respect to the treatment of storm
water within any development of major importance shall be
incorporated into the development agreement .

Public Awareness and Participation

In order to ensure a complete consideration of all the
alternatives and to obtain support for the implementation of an
essential storm drainage scheme, a structured basis for public
input is required . This input will be encouraged both during the
design and implementation stages of drainage projects .



Periodic Review of Drainage Needs
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The Public Works Committee of the City of Burlington shall
periodically review the storm drainage policies and design
criteria contained herein and revise and update them as
necessary .
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Panel Discussion

Question : Does the Ministry of Transportation and Communications
(MTC) have any control over municipal road construction
with respect to erosion control?

Answer :

	

Mr . Armstrong responded that although MTC is a funding
agency for municipal road projects, the municipalities
are basically autonomous in decision making . At
present, the Environmental Assessment Act does not
cover municipal projects . Evenually, though,
municipalities will be responsible to satisfy the
requirements of the Act, which includes erosion
control .

Question : How does the construction of apartment buildings on the
edge of valleys compare to the design of the Ontario
Science Centre which is recessed into the side of the
valley?

Answers

	

Mr . L . Martin pointed out that the soils in the
vicinity of the Science Centre are very stable as
opposed to a number of high-rise sites where valley
slope erosion is still very dynamic .

Question : What guidelines do the Metropolitan Toronto and Region
Conservation Authority use in determining appropriate
contributions from private property owners for erosion
control and bank stabilization measures?

Answer :

	

Mr . A . Sarabndu responded that this policy, based on
suggestions by the Ministry of Natural Resources, is
currently only being applied within Metro Toronto . The
monetary contributions from affected private property
owners is based on a sliding scale, varying from 6
percent to 12 percent of the total cost of the measures
required . For example, if measures are to cost $30,000
the property owners will be required to contribute
around 10 percent of the cost . However, if the total
cost of the project will be $100,000, the private
contributions will be approximately 6 percent . The
private contribution is to be divided up between the
affected owners for each project .

Question : From the developer's point of view, what problems are
being encountered with municipalities attempting to
enforce existing erosion control regulation?

Answer :

	

Mr . A . Bunting stated that a major problem is that the
enforcement of regulations is normally in the hands of
an inspector, who lacks the knowledge and expertise
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necessary to apply the regulations fairly and
appropriately . In situations where senior professional
people are directly involved in making the decisions,
there is usually no problem in developing a reasonable
solution . More regulations are not the answer . The
answer is a better application of the existing
regulations .

Question : Does the Ministry of the Environment have an erosion
control policy for its own projects? Ifo so, how is it
enforced?

Answer :

	

Mr . B . Ward indicated that in the past six months,
guidelines have been developed for sewer and watermain
projects regarding erosion control and stormwater
management . Enforcement is a problem, however, as many
inspectors do not have the necessary technical and

.

	

environmental expertise . Also, inspection must be
virtually continuous to be truly effective and there is
normally not the number of inspectors available for
such an approach .

Mr . Bunting further commented that an inspector, given
a set of guidelines, can make a project economically
unfeasible if that inspector lacks the know-how to
apply the guidelines "judiciously ."

Question : What will be the effects on the development industry if
and when the Environmental Assessment Act is extended
to the private sector?

Answer :

	

Mr . Bunting stated that such controls will stifle
development without gaining the advantages that the Act
is expected to obtain .

Mr . L . Martin responded that such views are out of date
and do not consider today's increased awareness of
environmental sensitivity . The problem lies in
ensuring that controls are just and proper and that
they will be enforced .

Question : With respect to the City of Burlington's stormwater
management policy, it was mentioned that timing of
construction is to be such that the work is carried out
in the season of least erosion . How is this determined
and how are the allowable soil loss rates mentioned in
the policy measured and enforced?

Answer :

	

Mr . R . Young stated that there is no particular one
season of least erosion, as each area has its own
conditions . Therefore, there are no definite
procedures, as they will vary areally .
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The purpose of the soil loss rates is to provide
general guidelines which, although very difficult to
measure, can be employed with sound engineering
judgement .

The stormwater guidelines will apply to all projects in
Burlington involving stormwater management .
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Erosion and Sedimentation

Erosion and the Rural Landscape
S .C .S .A . - O .I .A . Joint Meeting

Friday November 18, 1977

Embro Community Centre
Embro, Ontario

Program

Mr . W . Mo enhauer, Purdue University and
President Elect, S .C .S .A .

Channel Erosion Control Alternatives,
3 R's or Bank Erosion Control), Dr . W .T . Dickinson

and Dr . J .E . Winch, University of Guelph .

Water Erosion Control Alternatives,
Dr . M .H . Miller, University of Guelph and M . Moore,
Ministry of Agriculture and Food .

09 :00 - 09 :30 - Registration and Coffee .

09 :30 - 09 :50 - S .C .S .A . Business, Mr . A .S . Ansell, President,
Ontario Chapter, S .C .S .A .

09 :50 - 10 :00 - Introduction to Program

10 :00 - 12 :00 - Water Erosion and the Agricultural Landscape ,
Dr . G .J . Wall, Universityof Guelph .

Wind Erosion and the Agricultural Landscape,
Dr . C . Ba win, Ri getown College o Agricultural
Technology .

Agricultural Drainage and Soil Erosion,
Dr . R . Irwin, University o Gue p .

Awareness of Erosion Problems b Conservationists
and A ricu turalists, Mr . D .R . Cressman,
Eco ogistics Ltd, and Mr . J . Arnold, Ministry of
Agriculture and Food .

Agricultural Land Use and Erosion,
Mr . L .J .P . van Vliet, Agricu ture Canada .

- Discussion

12 :00 - 01 :15 - Lunch

01 :15 - 03 :15 - Erosion Research in the United States,



03 :15 - 03 :30 - Coffee
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- Why Conservation Practices are not Commonl
Employed on Ontario Farms, Factors Affecting
Water Erosion), Mr . R . Hiscock .

- The Potential for Agricultural Erosion Control
Incentives, Mr . V . Spencer, Ministry of Agriculture
and Foo

03 :30 - 04 :30 - Informal Discussion .



INTRODUCTION

TOLERABLE SOIL LOSS LEVELS
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AGRICULTURAL SOIL EROSION : A CROP PRODUCTION
AND WATER QUALITY PROBLEM

Gregory J . Wall

Ontario Institute of Pedology
University of Guelph

Soil erosion by water is a naturally occurring process that can
be greatly accelerated by man's activity . Any practice that
enhances soil runoff volumes and velocities or soil detachment by
raindrop impact will generally lead to increasing erosion levels .
In agriculture, erosion has often been considered as an action
that reduces production potential, depletes nutrients and lowers
soil tilth . These concerns led to the establishment in the
1940's and 1950's of agricultural research and extension programs
to develop erosion control technology and encourage the use of
soil erosion control measures . Until recently, many Ontario
farmers have felt that soil erosion was not a problem from the
standpoint of crop production since crop yields had been
maintained or increased (largely by increased fertilizer use) in
spite of soil erosion . The results of this general feeling have
been the abandonment of soil conservation practice in Ontario .

The dual nature of the agricultural soil erosion problem has only
become apparent with the recent environmental concerns for clean
water and with the realization that agricultural land was the
prime source of stream water sediments .

The purpose of this discussion is to illustrate both aspects of
the agricultural soil erosion problem (crop production - water
quality) and illustrate the implications to farm planning for
soil and water conservation .

What constitutes an acceptable soil loss in agriculture when it
is recognized that it is impossible to eliminate all soil
erosion? The term soil loss tolerance has been used to denote
the maximum rate of erosion that will permit a high level of crop
productivity to be sustained economically and indefinitely . This
rate has been expressed in terms of average soil loss per acre
per year .

	

(A ton of dry soil is equivalent to approximately
1/100 of an inch of soil over the entire acre) . For soils in
Ontario, an average annual soil loss tolerance of 7-10 tons ha
for most soils will permit the maintenance of a high level of
productivity from a production point of view . However, when



agricultural erosion contributes directly to streams an annual
soil loss tolerance of less than 1 ha is more realistic in terms
of water quality objectives . Therefore, soil erosion tolerance
levels will be an important consideration in developing remedial
measures for soil erosion problem areas .

SOIL EROSION AND CROP PRODUCTION
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The most important factors affecting agricultural erosion are
usually considered to be : rainfall-runoff, soil erodibility,
slope gradient and length, vegetation, and conservation measures .

Soil erodibility is the inherent susceptibility of a soil
material to erode based upon the properties of the soil itself .
Soil properties that influence erodibility by water are those
that affect the infiltration rate, permeability and total water
capacity and those that resist dispersion splashing, abrasion and
transporting forces of the rainfall and runoff . Silt, very fine
sand and clay textures often have the greatest soil erodibility
potential while sand, sandy loam and loam textured soils usually
have lower inherent soil erodibility . Maintenance of soil
organic matter and soil structure through soil management can
greatly affect soil erodibility potentials .

Soil erosion by water has been found to increase as the slope
length increases as a result of the greater accumulation of
runoff with the increasing slope length . This would seem to
represent an important consideration in field consolidation
programs of farming enterprises .

The effect of slope on soil erosion losses has been the object of
much research since 1940 . Soil loss by water erosion is often
expressed as the 1 .35 power of percent slope .

The role of canopy protection, crop residues and soil
conservation measures in limiting rainfall and runoff-induced
erosion is well known to agriculturalists . However, the relative
effectiveness of many of these practices is not as clearly
understood . Generally, the overall erosion reducing
effectiveness of a soil management technique or crop depends on
how much of the erosive rainfall and runoff occurs during periods
when the crop or management practice provides the least
protection . Maximum periods of rainfall-induced erosion in
Ontario correspond with the high energy thunderstorm activity of
the summer months .

Table 1 illustrates soil loss levels for crops commonly grown in
southern Ontario . Average annual cropland soil loss levels range
from less than 1/ton ha (permanent pasture, woodland) to I to 10
tons ha (row crops, corn, horticultural, especially in
monoculture) . These are mean values so it should be emphasized



that for any given specific site, higher or lower values may be
found depending on soil and slope conditions . Since tolerable
soil loss values for sustained agricultural production are seven
to ten tons ha/yr it seems that soil erosion losses for much of
Ontario's farmland are not excessive from the point of view of
maintaining crop production levels .



TABLE 1 - MAGNITUDE OF POTENTIAL SHEET EROSION LOSSES FROM
AGRICULTURAL CROPPING SYSTEMS IN SOUTHERN ONTARIO

Mean soil
Crop

	

erosion loss
(ton ha/yr)

Horticultural crops 9 .1
(potatoes, tomatoes, etc .)

Beans (soya and white) 7 .6

Continuous corn 6 .7

Corn in rotation 3 .7

Tobacco 3 .5

Small grains 3 .4

Meadow in rotation 2 .6

Permanent pasture 0 .4

Woodlands 0 .2



SOIL EROSION AND WATER QUALITY
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While soil erosion occurs over the entire agricultural landscape
in varying degrees, it is only a relatively small percentage of
agricultural land that has the potential to contribute
contaminants (soil, fertilizer, pesticides, etc .) to streams .
Recent studies at Guelph on two small agricultural watersheds
(less than 5000 ha) revealed that less than 20% of the entire
area actively contributed eroded sediments to the streams .
Maximum contributing areas (20%) were observed in the spring
months (February, March, April) when soils were saturated . It is
during the same period of time when about 75% of the annual
stream sediment load is transported to the Great Lakes, and the
bulk of material eroded from farm fields is disposed nearby in
depressional areas, fence rows, etc .

Table 2 illustrates field situations with high potential to
impact upon stream water quality .

TABLE 2 - CONDITIONS INDICATIVE OF HIGH SEDIMENT YIELD POTENTIAL
THAT CAN BE IDENTIFIED BY FIELD OBSERVATION

1 .

	

Long slopes farmed without run-off diversions and
surface water outlet .

2 .

	

Rows up and down moderate or steep slopes with surface
water outlet .

3 .

	

No crop residue on surface after seeding with surface
water outlet .

4 .

	

No cover between harvest and establishment of a new
crop with surface water outlet .

5 .

	

Intensively farmed land adjacent to streams or drainage
ditches without intervening buffer strip .

6 .

	

Stream floodplain .

Tolerable annual stream sediment loads were earlier suggested to
be less than 1000 kg/ha . This value is much below normal and
acceptable soil losses for cultivated land in southern Ontario
(Table 1) . It appears that the active stream sediment producing
areas of an agricultural area require special preventive controls
to reduce soil erosion and runoff to acceptable levels for
maintaining water quality .
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FARM PLANNING FOR SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION

Farm planning for soil and water conservation requires
information on the relationships between those factors that cause
soil erosion and those practices that may reduce such losses .

Both rainfall and runoff parameters must be considered in the
assessment of a water erosion problem. Rainfall-induced erosion
is maximum when the energy of the rainfall is greatest . In
Ontario, it is the high intensity, short duration thunderstorm
activity of the summer months that produces the highest energy
rainfall events . On the other hand, runoff from agricultural
land is maximum during the spring months when the soils are
usually saturated, snow is in its final stages of melting and
evapotranspiration is minimal . A good soil and water management
program must address itself to rainfall and runoff problems in
both the spring and summer periods .

While all cropland is subject to erosion problems, only a small
percentage (20%) of agricultural cropland is the source of eroded
sediments to streams . The nature of erosion control mechanisms
required to solve production or water quality erosion problems
can differ greatly since soil loss tolerance for the maintenance
of continued crop production and water quality standards is
vastly different .

Many common soil conservation practices (cross slope farming,
spring plow, rotations etc .) will reduce soil loss to tolerable
levels for sustaining agricultural production . However, the
active sediment producing areas of an agricultural area require
intensive management, usually requiring grass or permanent cover
to maintain surface water quality .
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Wind Erosion and the Agricultural Landscape

Dr . C .S . Baldwin

Ridgetown College of, Agricultural Technology

To most people wind erosion is not as spectacular as are the
rills and gullies caused by water erosion . Wind erosion is
limited to a relatively short period of time each year . Hence,
people tend to think that wind erosion should be of little
concern .

Historically, the erosion forces of the wind is a concern only to
the arid and semi-arid areas, such as the Great Plains of the
United States and the midwest prairie areas of Canada .
Realistically, wind erosion is of concern here in the humid areas
during dry periods of the year . . It is markedly aggravated by
overcropping and improper tillage, practices .

Many people have the terrible misconception that wind erosion
cannot be equated to or correlated with economic considerations .
They think of wind erosion as something that is annoying for a
few hours or, at most, a few days .

Concern for wind erosion varies all the way from a casual glance
at a whirlwind dancing across a freshly-worked field on a bright
spring day to rather huge sums of money that can be lost . The
removal of sand drifts from fences, ditches, roads and from
around buildings is a costly process . Crops can be ruined
totally, or delayed reseeding is often necessary . Sandblasting
by wind may markedly reduce the quantity, as well as, the quality
of agricultural crops .

As with any problem, the first and foremost concern should be an
awareness of that problem, if indeed we in Ontario have a problem
with wind erosion .

All lands are subject to soil erosion forces . There are NO
exceptions . It is just a matter of the degree of erosion that
occurs . At one time sandy soils and organic deposits were the
main, if not the only, concern for wind erosion control
practices . Clay and clay loam soils are becoming of increasing
concern . This, I believe, is directly related to the crops grown
and the tillage practices used thereon .

There are a number of practices that should be considered as wind
control measures . On any farm or field area, one or several
practices may be used to good advantage . Many people think that
the only means to control wind erosion is to plant trees . This,
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to them, will solve all the problems -- not so . The planting of
trees for windbreaks and shelterbelts may very well be a part of
the overall solution, but by no means the entire solution . In
fact, on many problem areas it may only be a minor control
measure . Individual assessment of each situation then is a must
if proper and adequate control measures are to be employed .

Wet soils do not erode by wind, hence to a large measure, the
control of wind erosion is really a control of soil moisture .

Following are a number of management practices that should be
considered as part of good soil husbandry where soil erosion by
wind is or can be a problem .

(1) Keep the Surface of Soils
in a Rough ,_ Cloddy Condition

sometimes emergency tillage can be used to good
advantage

- smooth surface provide little or no protection
from wind

(2) Keep Residues and Trash on the
Surface as Much as Possible

This is especially true during late winter and early
spring . Sometimes as little as 500 pounds per acre of
standing stubble can be a very effective control of
wind erosion .

Usually flattened residues are only about one-half as
effective as standing residues in the control of wind
erosion (2) .

Rule of thumb facts on stubble and erosion by wind :

(a) 500 pounds wheat stubble will protect slightly
erodible soil

(b) 1 ton wheat stubble will protect moderately
erodible soil

(c) 4 tons (min) wheat stubble will protect highly
erodible dune sand material .

In Ohio trials a 20 percent mulch cover almost totally
stopped wind erosion except in extreme wind conditions .



3 .

	

Use Manures, Green Manures and Rotations
Wherever and Whenever Possible
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It is much more desirable to make frequent small
additions of organic matter to soil rather than large
infrequent ones .

	

(This relates to the size of the
aggregates formed and their stability .)

4 .

	

Practice Wind Strip Cropping and the Use
of Buffer Strips When Necessary

- alternate crops across the path of prevailing

5 .

	

Keep Soil Covered With Vegetation
as Much as Possible

Many of our soils are totally bare at least nine
of the year (ie, field beans) .

In wind tunnel studies (1) in the Great Plains area
the United States, it was found that where wheat
followed wheat and the land was fall plowed, the
loss was 60,000 pounds per acre . With the same
cropping sequence and the stubble left, the soil
was less than 300 pounds per acre .

6 .

	

Provide Adequate Wind Barriers

winds

months

soil

of

loss

Example, tree shelter belts, grass strips, fencerows,
picket fences, burlap screens or even unharvested crops
(corn) . The higher the barrier, the more the
protection (See Figure 1) .

Work and Plant Crops Perpendicular
to the Prevailing Wind

At four locations in the Great Plains, experiments
shown that the direction of grain sorghum rows was
important in combating wind erosion . When the rows
were parallel to the wind, soil loss was three times
that where the rows were perpendicular to the wind
direction (4) .

8 .

	

Practice Some Form of Conservation
(Mulch) Tillage

This can vary all the way from no tillage
stages of residues left on the surface .

to various

In Ohio (3) no-till corn averaged 1/100th
erosion as conventional soil preparation .
less labour and fuel were used while soil
conserved . However, there were more pest problems
nothing that good management could not control .

have
most

the amount of
In addition,

moisture was
but
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EFFECT OF TREE PLANTINGS ON WIND VELOCITY
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Elements of Soil Conservation, 2ndEdition, 1955,
by II .H . Bennett, McGraw-Hill Book Co . Inc .

FIGURE 1
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1500

Tree plantings are used by farmers and landowners to protect their homes and livestock from
cold and hot winds and to assist in the control of erosion on cultivated fields caused by high
winds . Farm homes protected on the north by a good windbreak such as illustrated in this
drawing will save 25 percent of the fuel requirements for the winter . When a windbreak
protects the farm residence both on the north and west, a saving of around 34 percent can be
expected . Cattle and horses that have the advantage of protection by windbreaks require less
feed and gain in weight more rapidly . Fields may be protected by 5- to 10-row strips of trees
(sometimes called shelterbelts) . These help to control wind erosion, contribute substantially
to the saving of moisture, and protect crops from damage by high winds . This is based on data
from the US Forest Service .



On many of our highly erodible sandy soils that are
cash cropped, mulch or the no-till practice is an
absolute must as the initial step in combating wind
erosion damages .

	

Secondary measures might include wind
barriers, rotations in strips and rough surface
conditions .

9 .

	

Avoid Overworking and Tilling Too Deep

Pulverizing the soil and working up subsoil only
hastens that action of wind erosion . Seldom, if ever,
is it good management to work into the subsoil . Many
farmers have the erroneous opinion that they can "make
topsoil" by gradually plowing and working into the
subsoil area and bringing it to the surface . The
advent of huge tractors and monstrous tillage equipment
is not necessarily a sign of good soil husbandry . In
fact, it is often quite the opposite . Soil should not
be worked just because a farmer has time on his hands .

There is no doubt in my mind that we have indeed a wind erosion
problem here in Ontario . Perhaps even more alarming is the fact
that it is rapidly becoming very widespread in nature and in
areas so concerned .
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Agricultural Drainage and So i l Erosion

R .W . Irwin

School of Engineering
University of Guelph

Well drained soil is essential for the economic production of
agricultural crops . The farmer is favoured if his land is
naturally well drained . In some instances, it may be worthwhile
to add additional drains to naturally well drained soils .
Imperfectly to poorly drained land must be improved if the farmer
is to make ends meet . There are two ways this can be done ; the
method depends on the type of agriculture pursued .

Surface drainage, which most farms abhor, may be perfectly
satisfactory for hay and pasture crops and permit the farmer to
produce relatively high yields or livestock carrying capacity .
It may also be the best form of drainage for dense clay soils .
Surface drainage does not lower the watertable and may add to the
soil erosion problem . It is not a widely adopted practice, even
though I believe it to have a real place in many farm
enterprises .

Subsurface drainage has been widely adopted in Ontario . Last
year there were 125 million feet of pipe manufactured ; enough to
drain about 175,000 acres of land . Farmers have widely adopted
the practice . If he is to grow corn, beans or barley it is
essential . The cost is high - $250 to $300 per acre . The
rewards are just as great . The practice has been associated with
farming in Ontario for 150 years . It will continue as an
essential element of a farm management program .

Water collected on the farm by surface or subsurface drainage
methods must be carried to a sufficient outlet in the legal
sense, such as an open municipal drain, a natural watercourse or
a closed municipal drain .

Soil erosion is a natural process caused by rainfall, another
natural process . We are unable to control the rainfall . We may
be able to dissipate its energy to reduce soil detachment through
impact or splash . This is best done through grasses which deform
under impact and dissipate energy through their elastic
properties . Transportation of soil is a gravity process due to
differences in elevation and is a function of the rate and volume
of water . Subsequent sedimentation of ditches and streams is a
matter of concern to farmers . Erosion does have some benefits .
Many of our better alluvial and terrace soils are the product of
natural erosion .



Farming today is economically practical on Class I, II or III
land . The capital grant program supported a program of fence row
removal and field enlargement -- a positive program when we are
interested in farm machinery management . Large fields go with
large scale production, corporate farms and other such things
dear to the heart of agricultural economists . Large fields also
create problems where none were recognized before .

Tile drainage systems were usually designed for less than 20
acres . We have not learned how to economically design a drainage
system for a large field and still achieve uniformity of
drainage, wet spots still seem to persist . With large, four-
wheel drive power units farmers are no longer subject to working
the soil when the water content is less than the plastic limit ;
they have the ability to destroy surface soil structure, cause
soil crusting, and adversely affect the internal soil drainage
rate which influences surface soil erosion . Large fields with
their long unbroken slopes should be mulched to reduce erosion
hazards .

Tile drainage has often been credited as an erosion control
measure . The rationale being that good drainage improves soil
structure through a wetting and drying action and promoting a
more rapid rate of internal soil drainage . The soil holds more
available water for plants and the large capillary pores are
available to temporary store rain water which would ordinarily
run off the surface and add to the surface erosion process .
Better crops are produced-with higher root densities which resist
erosion . The Metropolitan Toronto Conservation Authority at one
time gave a grant of 2~/foot for tile drainage based on the above
reasoning as a flood reduction treatment .

I do not propose to say anything further on surface drainage and
its influence on erosion . We recognize that anytime water is
collected, the rate of erosion is a function of the volume and
rate of flow .

Let us examine open ditches . These are necessary evils and are
used because we cannot afford to use a pipe large enough to carry
an equivalent flow . We must face the fact that ditches are here
to stay . There are some options in their design we might adopt
and promote .

Farmers who pay toward these ditches would be more than pleased
to have them last a lifetime . Nature is not that kind . The
biggest problem is keeping undesirable vegetation under control
which restricts flow and raises the water level in the ditch and
may adversely affect the growth of grasses at higher elevations .
Brush and trees can reduce the ditch capacity by one-third to
one-half in three to five years . one experiment on a silt loam
soil, row crops 1-1/2s1 slide slopes, 0 .1 percent grade, showed a
depth change of 0 .33 foot/year over a five-year period . Where
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the ditch was stable with a good sod the rate was only 0 .1
foot/year .

Let us examine some of the problems that occur with open ditches :

1 .

	

Many are,deeper than actually needed . This occurs when
the engineer mistakenly thinks it may last longer
between cleanouts ; again, the contractor frequently
overdigs to be sure that he meets the specifications .
In sands and silts the excess pore water pressure built
up in the banks soon cause bank instability and failure
even when they are seeded . Do not make a ditch deeper
than necessary .

2 .

	

Open ditches are constructed the year around . In the
dormant season, very wet conditions, very dry
conditions, and occasionally during optimum conditions
for side slope grass seeding . How can the seedling be
done? Who will do it? There has been a ditch bank
seeding recipe in OMAF Publication No . 501 "Farm
Drainage" for 20 years . I know of no one using it .
Engineers would welcome a specification which they
could include in their report -- providing the seedling-
could be implemented at the same time as construction .
An alternative is to amend the drainage act to permit
an allowance to be paid to the farmer for seeding the
ditch bank ; but, who will see that it is properly done,
or even done at all?

3 .

	

Grazing cattle in ditches when they are dry has some
benefits in keeping down vegetation as long as it is
not overgrazed . Livestock should not be permitted in
ditches with running water or wet banks .

4 .

	

Engineers, when feasible recommend that only one ditch
bank be cleaned if the other bank has a stable growth .
They recognize the benefit of slope stability .

5 .

	

Tile drainage outlets frequently cause problems through
undercutting of the outlet and erosion of the ditch
bank . In the past decade this problem has been solved
for new drains . Every design now uses a 10-foot length
of corrugated outlet pipe with a rodent guard . There,
is no excuse for erosion due to this source .

6 .

	

Surface drainage entry points often create erosion
problems . These points are where the good engineer
will specify the large stones from the drain will be
dumped to serve as a filter . Some soils are stone
free .
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7 .

	

Undermined banks due to channel meanders or ground
water entry particularly with deep ditches .

8 .

	

Engineers pay an allowance for work area during
construction . It is not a common practice to use much
of a berm because there is not a large volume of soil
left at the ditch bank . It is usually spread about six
inches thick over the work space .

May I caution you, we have enough regulations to achieve good
ditch design now . No one has taken the time to produce a useful
general specification . The rise in overhead costs is already a
burden to farmers . The cost of erosion itself as reflected in
reductions in soil fertility and actual soil loss has not been
well documented for a farm . Farmers equipment is basically
designed for straight line operation . Contour farming and other
land forming methods, such as tiled terraces, to prevent
rainwater runoff on sloping fields, increases the time and energy
costs of operating farm equipment . The tillage system is
probably the most acceptable soil erosion practice for the
farmer . With the help of the Soil Conservation Society of
America there can be methods introduced which will reduce erosion
due to drainage practices . The methods must be established
cooperatively .
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PERCEPTIONS AND ATTITUDES OF
RESOURCE MANAGERS TOWARDS

EROSION AND SEDIMENTATION PROBLEMS IN ONTARIO

D .R . Cressman

Ecologistics Limited

Ontario's Conservation Authorities have long claimed an interest
in the conservation of soil and water resources . The Ganaraska
Report in 1943 followed by the formation of the Ganaraska
Conservation Authority marked an early assault on serious erosion
problems in the Oak Ridges Moraine . Thousands of acres across
southern Ontario have since been reforested, any in the interests
of erosion control and land restoration .

Concern about the need for erosion control on agricultural lands
to protect soil productivity resulted in the Farm Planning
service of the Ontario Agricultural College in the 1950's and
early 1960's . Technical guidance was available to any farmer
interested in applying conservation practices to his field
operations .

	

However, interest in the program waned when chemical
fertilizers emerged as the main source of plant nutrients . It
was generally believed that it cost substantially less to replace
with fertilizer the nutrients eroded from the field than it did
to implement erosion control practices .

larger share of their attention, authority investment in upland
erosion control programs declined .

Today, with the advent of the in-depth studies into non-point
sources of pollution of the Great Lakes by PLUARG (Pollution from
Land Use Activities Reference Group) public attention is once
again being directed towards problems caused by soil ersoion . It
is apparent from these studies that erosion from agricultural
lands is the major non-point source of phosphorous loading in the
lakes . Economic considerations are also forcing some
agriculturalists to question the wisdom of alowing expensive
fertilizer to wash off farm fields .

Conservation authorities, by virtue of their mandate,
organizational structure and historic interests are well
positioned to again respond to this significant resource
management challenge and provide leadership in erosion control .
However, the impetus for such action will initially be no

Conservation authority interest in erosion control also seemed to
wane during this same period . With other programs such as flood
control, recreation and streambank erosion control capturing a
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stronger than the level of interest in the problem shown by the
authority's senior technical staff .

To further the efforts of the Erosion/Sedimentation Committee of
the Ontario Chapter, S .C .S .A ., in stimulating concern about
erosion problems, I polled the senior technical staff of the
authorities to determine their perceptions of erosion problems
across the province . The following material briefly outlines the
approach followed, the results of a questionnaire and the
significance of the findings .

STUDY METHODS

Metropolitan Toronto and Region
Hamilton Region
Halton Region
Credit Valley
Central Lake Ontario

RESULTS

A questionnaire was mailed to the senior technical staff
person (hereafter referred to as resource manager) in each
of 38 conservation authorities . Since some conservation
authorities share resource managers, 35 questionnaires in
total were sent . The Chairman of each authority was also
sent a copy of the questionnaire and asked to complete it .

Upon their return, the questionnaires were grouped under
urban or rural authority categories and each was assigned a
sheet erosion severity rating based on work by van Vliet
(1) . Those conservation authorities arbitrarily defined as
urban were :

The remainder (33) were classified as rural authorities .
The classification under erosion severity is explained in
the discussion section . Responses to questions requiring
simple yes or no answers were entered into a computer data
file to permit crosstabulations o£ answers . Questions 2 and
10 which required rank ordering of a selection of responses
were scaled, ie, the highest ranking answer was given a
weight of 10 and the lowest 1 and the scores for each
response totalled across all respondents . The answers to
open questions, 5 and 8, were summarized and grouped into a
number of categories .

The response rate for esource managers was extremely high with 28
of 35 returning the questionnaires . Unfortunately, returns from
the chairmen were exceptionally low, ie, 7 out of a possible 38,
too low to allow meaningful interpretation .



The responses are tabulated in Exhibit 1 for the yes/no questions
and the ranking questions . The responses to questions 5 and 8
were too numerous to list here .

DISCUSSION
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(1) Is Erosion A S nificant Problem?

It is apparent that most resource managers in the
Conservation Authorities regard soil erosion as a
significant problem . The four exceptions occur at the
eastern end of the Lake Ontario Basin in watersheds
where van Vliet found low potential levels of sheet
erosion on agricultural lands . The watersheds which
drain into Lakes Huron, Erie and Ontario can be
characterized by the following relative levels of
potential sheet erosion soil loss based on van Vliet's
work :

Ontario
Ganaraska

Simcoe

Lower Trent
Prince Edward
Moira
Napanee
Cataraqui

When asked why they regard erosion as a "problem", the
resource managers responded quite differently depending
on location in the province (see Figure 1) . Managers
in the Lower Great Lakes Basin (L .G .L .B .) placed more
emphasis on the indirect effects of erosion such as
disturbance to aquatic systems and loss of fish habitat
and on direct effects on soil productivity . A large
gap exists between the above reasons and those which
focus on cost and safety considerations .

High Moderate Low

Essex Upper Thames Saugeen
Sydenham Lower Thames Sauble
Ausauble Maitland North Grey

Kettle Grand
Catfish Long Point
Hamilton Niagara
Halton Nottawasaga
Credit South Lake
Metropolitan Otonabee

Toronto
Central Lake Crowe
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3 .

	

Why do you think erosion is a problem?

EXHIBIT 1

RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE TO RESOURCE MANAGERS

1 .

	

Do you think that erosion is a significant problem in your
area of jurisdiction?
Yes 25 No 4

2 .

	

What do you think are the main causes of erosion in rural areas?

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

Loss of Crop Productivity 3 5 2 4 1 1 3 1 - -
Destruction of Fish Habitat by
Sediment 4 2 6 6 1 1 - - - -

Instability Problems for
Structures 5 - 2 1 1 - 4 1 2 2

Degraded Water Quality for
Consumptive Uses 1 1 - 1 4 2 4 1 2 -

Disturbance to Aquatic Systems 3 6 7 3 - 2 - 1 - -
Flooding Caused by Sediment

Deposition 1 4 1 2 - 3 1 1 2 4
Expensive Restoration Measures

Needed 1 2 2 1 2 1 2 4 1 2
Loss of Irreplaceable Resource 7 2 3 1 3 2 - 2 - -
Cost of Sediment Removal - 3 - 3 2 2 1 3 4 2
Excessive Maintenance Cost of
Drains 1 1 2 - 3 2 - 1 3 3

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

Aggregate extraction - 1 1 2 1 4 5 -
Agriculture 11 7 2 2 - - 1 -
Highways - - 5 3 4 3 - 1
Idle land - - - - 1 1 1 8
Land drainage 1 7 4 2 - - 1 1
Non-agricultural Development 5 2 4 6 6 - - -
Streambanks (Natural Erosion) 7 6 4 1 5 - - -
Utilities - - 2 1 2 2 3 1



4 .

	

Are erosion problems worsening? Question was not answered in
a consistent manner .

Why are the problems worsening?

6 .

	

What type of data base is available to identify problem

7 .

	

Do you think that erosion problems are significant enough to
merit corrective action?

Yes 25 No 4

*8 . How do you determine whether the problem is significant enough
to merit action?

9 .

	

Does Your authority have a program to promote erosion control
on private lands? co

Yes 19

	

No 8

Type of program?

	

Financial Assistance

	

15
Technical Guidance
Regulation -To

Are you satisfied with the scale of this program in relation
to othr authority programs?

Yes 5 No 18

Is your program as effective as you might wish?

Yes 2 No 17

areas?

- original CAB surveys 12 - General Observation 27
- recent erosion surveys ~G - - Intuition 6
- sediment monitoring records ~0 - Other 1



10 . What are the main obstacles to achieving better erosion control
in your area of jurisdiction?

recorded here .
*

	

Responses to questions 5 and 8 which were open ended are not

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th

Apathy of land owners 5 5 4 - 1 1 -
Inadequacy Program Funds 7 5 1 1 - - 1
Lack of Available Experties - - 2 - 4 1 4
Lack of Legislative Controls 1 2 3 3 - 1 2
Lack of Information on Problem

Areas 1 1 1 4 2 3 1
Lack of Acceptable Techniques 2 - - 2 2 4 1
Lack of Concern by Other
Agencies 2 3 4 2 2 - 1
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Figure I :
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A - Loss of crop productivity
B - Destruction of fish habitat by sediment
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D - Degraded water quality for consumptive uses

E - Disturbance to aquatic systems

F - Flooding caused by sediment deposition

G - Expensive restoration measures needed
H - Loss of irreplaceable resource
J - Cost of sediment removal
K - Excessive maintenance cost of drains



The group of managers outside the L .G .L .B . tended to
place more emphasis on cost and safety concerns .
Neither group placed much emphasis on the costs of
restoring the system . In neither group was the view
expressed that the severity of the problems is
lessening .

The resource managers were asked if they felt that the
problems were significant enough to merit corrective
action . of those who see it as a significant problem
in their watersheds, all feel that it is serious enough
to merit corrective action .

(2) What Are The Causes of Erosion?

Figure 2 shows eight land use categories or activities
which are known to cause soil erosion . The priority
rankings given to these land uses as causes of erosion
are shown first for the group of managers as a whole
and then for the rural and urban groups separately . In
the total sample, agriculture, streambanks, non-
agricultural development and land drainage rank as the
first, second, third and fourth major causes . When
viewed alone, the rural group's ranking varies only in
an exchange in priority levels between land drainage
and nonagricultural development .

The urban group sees the causes of erosion quite
differently . Non-agricultural development (presumably
in both urban and rural settings) is by far the main
cause . Streambanks are viewed almost identically but
agriculture drops substantially as does land drainage .
Aggregate extraction has risen to fourth spot from
sixth .

An open question was used to determine the "root
causes" for the worsening of erosion problems . The
category of causes most frequently identified was
intensification of agricultural land use . Specifically
this included such practices as the increased use of
clean tilled row crops, cultivating too close to
streams, use of large machinery and loss of tree cover .

Public attitudes represented the second most frequently
stated cause - apathy, selfish motives, short-term
planning perspective were among the specific causes
identified . The third and fourth categories identified
as major causes of erosion were rural non-agricultural
development and municipal drains .
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Figure 2 : MAIN CAUSES OF EROSION
IN RURAL AREAS
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(3)

	

How Are Problem Areas Identified?

Having sought attitudes about the existence and causes
of erosion, I tried to determine the basis on which
these views were founded . I asked the managers what
type of information they use to identify problem areas
and how available it is across their watershed . As is
evident from the responses to question six (Exhibit 1)
most managers rely on personal observation or intuition
to identify problem areas .

Slightly more than one half of the managers have access
to recent erosion surveys, however, none have data
coering entire watershed . Likewise, data on sediment
levels in waterbodies is only available in a few
autorities and on a spotty basis .

Recognizing that information about the existence of a
problem is not in itself adequate to determine its
significance and that available funds for remedial
programs are limited, I asked the resource managers
"how" they determine whether a problem is significant
enough to merit corrective action . The intent was to
discover implicit or explicit criteria used in making
such a decision .

Answers to open ended question eight reveal that the
most common category of criteria is potential danger to
life or property ; an individual site inspection appears
to be the primary means of making such assessments .
Few responses indicated the use of quantitative
measures of degraded water quality or aquatic habitats .
One candid respondent suggested that problems receive
action when "politicians can't take the heat any more
and request the conservation authority to get rid of
the problem" .

It is evident that systematic monitoring of sediment
levels and sediment producing areas is not being done .
This thus brings into question the ability of managers
to identify erosion levels which are significant and to
determine priority areas for corrective action .

(4) What's Being Done At Present About
Erosion Problems?

Twenty-seven of the respondents (96%) indicated that
they have some form of erosion control program for
assistance to private land owners currently in place
planned for start-up by 1978 . Apparently, many of
these programs have been initiated quite recently . As

or
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of 1974, only 34 percent of all conservation
authorities had active conservation services programs .
By 1975 that level had increased to 49 percent and by
1977 to 69 percent .

However, if the percentage of total authority budgets
devoted to conservation services type programs can be
'reasonably interpreted as the level of concern about
the problems, then the concern is abysmal - in 1975
only 0 .3 percent of the combined authority budgets was
designated for conservation services .

Each resource manager was asked two questions about his
feelings towards the adequacy of his authority's
existing erosion control program . Unfortunately, the
first question was ambiguous and lead to various
interpretations . While 25 percent said that they were
unsatisified with the scale of these programs in
relation to the overall authority program, some
respondents were comparing with programs of other
conservation authorities, others made comparisons with
other programs in their own authorities . Nevertheless,
when asked if their present program was as effective as
they might wish, a resounding majority (89%) said no : ,

(5)

	

What Are The Obstacles To Better Erosion Control ?

The resource manager (or conservation authority) who
wishes to take more aggressive action on erosion
problems is potentially faced with a wide array of
obstacles . In order to develop effective strategies
for correcting erosion problems, a resource manager may
wish to anticipate the type of obstacles that may
hinder his efforts .

As might be expected, the views of resource managers in
rural authorities differed from those of the urban
authority managers . In Figure 3, the rural group
appears to see institution problems as the primary
obstacles, ie, lack of adequate funding and concern by
other agencies . Contrasting this is emphasis given to
public apathy in urban authorities . Apparently,
available funds are a secondary constraint in these
authorities .

There is one peculiar difference in ranking between the
two groups . "Lack of acceptable techniques" was given
major emphasis by urban managers but very low emphasis
by rural managers . Perhaps erosion control techniques
applicable to agricultural land are much better known
thatn those which have been developed for use in
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Figure 3 : MAIN OBSTACLES TO ACHIEVING
' BETTER EROSION CONTROL
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urbanizing situations . Alternatively, urban
authorities, perhaps with more experience to-date in
attempting to sell erosion control to private land
owners, have discovered resistance to measures which
are seen as costly and impractical for use in Ontario
agriculture . This is obviously an area which needs
further investigation .

From this brief survey of attitudes among a specialized group of
resource managers, we can draw a number of conclusions ; these may
have some significance in assessing the role of conservation
authorities in solving rural Ontario's sediment related non-point
source pollution problems :

2 .

3 .

4 .

5 .

Resource managers, as the senior technical staff of the
authorities, generally perceive erosion as a
significant problem which needs corrective action .

Sources of the problems and obstacles to solutions are
perceived differently depending on location and degree
of urbanization . This strongly suggests the need for
program strategies that respond to the peculiar needs
of specific watersheds and sub-watersheds .

Few managers have access to a comprehensive and
systematic data base on erosion related problems
throughout their areas of jurisdiction ; this brings
into question their basis for determining "significant"
problem areas and recommending priorities for utilizing
scarce financial resources .

While most authorities have a current program which
offers technical and/or financial assistance, the level
of commitment by authorities to such programs is very
low .

The poor response from conservation authority chairmen
may be a further reflection of the low level of concern
about the problems among authority decision makers .

A concluding observation of relevance to the Ontario Chapter is
the apparent need for a major public education effort . In
response to the urban authority managers' view of public apathy
as the primary obstacle to effective solution of erosion
problems, the Chapter should consider a major involvement in
stimulating public awareness and concern about this, a
fundamental concern of the Soil Conservation Society of America .
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AGRICULTURAL LAND USE AND EROSION IN ONTARIO

L .J .P . van Vliet

Ontario Institute of Pedology
University o f Gue lph

Soil erosion is a naturally occurring process which can be
greatly accelerated by man's activities on the land . Natural
precultural levels of soil erosion have been estimated to be very
low, almost negligible . Erosion began to accelerate when man
started to clear the forest vegetation for cropland and has
continued to accelerate to the present time with the
intensification and specialization of agricultural land use .

As sheet and rill erosion losses from agricultural lands have
often been cited as the predominant sources of both soil loss and
fluvial suspended sediments (Am Soc Civil Eng 1970), I will
concentrate on these sources of erosion .

SOIL LOSSES FROM AGRICULTURAL LAND

Mean annual sheet and rill erosion losses from agricultural lands
in this province have been measured and estimated to vary between
one-half ton/ha/yr for permanent grassland up to over nine
ton/ha/yr for horticultural crops (van Vliet, et al ., 1976) . The
question must be asked if these erosion levels in Ontario are
high or low compared with the rest of Canada and the US? On a
continental basis, they should be considered at the low end of
the scale for the following reasons :

Lower rainfall erosion potential (fewer high
intensity, energy rainfall events)

Less erodible soils .

Erosion losses of over 50 ton/ha/yr are not uncommon on
intensively used agricultural lands in the US

On a crop basis, horticultural row crops, such as tomatoes,
potatoes, asparagus, cucumbers, strawberries, and bean crops,
including soy, white and green beans, all have a high potential
for soil erosion (Table 1) . These cash crops provide soil
surface with the least canopy cover during the growing season and
least amount of crop residue after harvest . When grown in
monoculture, these crops also can deplete soil organic matter
levels .



Table 1 : Magnitude of potential sheet erosion losses from
cropland in Southern Ontario
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1

	

Range values reflect a combination of soil, topographic and
rainfall variations between watersheds .

CROP

SHEET EROSION

Mean
(ton/ha/hr

LOSSES BY CROP

Range 1
(ton/ha/yr)

Horticultural crops
(potatoes, tomatoes, etc .) 9 .1 6 .6 - 12 .2

Beans (soy and white) 7 .6 5 .5 - 9 .8

Continuous corn 6 .7 2 .9 - 11 .7

Corn in rotation 3 .7 0 .9 - 6 .9

Tobacco 3 .5 2 .1 - 4 .9

Small grains 3 .4 1 .5 - 6 .9

Meadow in rotation 2 .6 0 .9 - 5 .0

Permanent pasture 0 .4 0 .1 - 0 .8

Woodlands 0 .2 0 .05 - 0 .4
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Continuous corn has also been found to be a high erosion
potential crop (6 .7 ton/ha/yr ; Table 1) . A corn crop harvested
for silage has a higher erosion potential than grain corn because
of reduced crop residue . Stover and stalks left after the grain
corn harvest provide an effective soil mulch, especially when the
crop residue is not being fall plowed, as well as ultimately
improving soil organic matter levels .

Crops grown in rotations (corn and small grains) with a green
cover crop, result in reduced potential soil erosion losses
(about three ton/ha/yr) as indicated by the fact that a corn crop
in rotation yields 45% less soil erosion than the same corn crop
grown continuously (Table 1) . The cover crop is believed to
reduce erosion losses both by affording soil protection against
raindrop impact and by improving organic matter levels and soil
structure .

The somewhat lower erosion value (3 .5 ton/ha/yr) for tobacco, a
row crop, is explained by the fact that this crop is generally
grown on slightly erodible loamy sand sandy loam soils on level
to gently sloping land (van Vliet, et al . 1976) .

HIGH EROSION POTENTIAL REGIONS OF ONTARIO

High soil erosion losses are expected in intensively farmed
agricultural regions, like the southwestern part of the province
(Essex, Kent, Lambton, Middlesex Counties), depicted in Figure 1 .
Intensive agricultural land use in these areas is characterized
by a predominance o£ cashcropping with or without dairy farming .
The cashcropping consists mainly of continuous corn, beans, and
horticultural crops on highly erodible soil materials .

When we consider the flat cashcropping areas of Essex County, we
realize that we do not need any significant slope in order to
find high levels of soil erosion . In this flat region, low
infiltration and permeability rates of the fine textured clay
soils cause rainfall water to accumulate on the soil surface,
until a sheet of runoff water starts to move over the field
following the microtopography . This overland flow carries with
it a sediment load that is predominantly clay and fine clay-sized
particles that do not readily settle out of the flowing water .

The high soil erosion potential in Eastern Ontario (Figure 1)
results from the steep topography and highly erodible loamy sand
and fine sandy loam soils . The land use in this area, however,
is analogous to areas with low erosion potential (less than 2 .5
ton/ha/yr) .

We have just looked at two areas where high soil erosion is
expected . Now, where are the areas with low soil erosion
potential (less than 2 .5 ton/ha/yr) located in this province?



They could be found in the nonintensively farmed agricultural
regions where the land use consists mainly of livestock
operations - forage operations where row crops and small grains
are grown in rotation with hay pasture and with a large
percentage of the area in woodlands and permanent pasture (Figure
1) .

- 10 0 -
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WHY IS SOIL EROSION ON THE INCREASE?

Several different reasons can be identified as follows :

(1) A definite trend towards growing more corn . For
example, during the seven year period 1969-1976, the
total corn acreage in this province increased by 45%
(Ontario Min Agr Food, 1976) and this increase occurred
mainly at the expense of less erodible crops such as
small grains and hay crops and often onto sloping lands
that may be less suitable for manoculture cropping . We
have seen before that a corn crop has a high erosion
potential when grown continuously . Hence, the net
result of this trend is obviously an increase in soil
erosion .

(2) The farm consolidation program of the past few years
that removes fence rows to produce larger fields often
results in longer field slopes . It has been recorded
that a doubling in slope length increases the amount of
erosion by 1 .5 (Wischmeier and Smith, 1965) .

(3) Trends towards the use of more heavy equipment affect
soil erosion by compacting the soil, ruining soil
structure, lowering the infiltration rate and water
holding capacity of the soil . In addition, bigger
tractors with more horsepower do the job faster so that
farmers have plenty of time to rework soils . Excessive
tillage pulverizes the soil aggregates reducing
structure leaving a fine and smooth seedbed that is
very vulnerable to both wind and water erosion .

(4) The intensive farming of leased land or land adjacent
to urban centres, that will ultimately be urbanized
with little regard to minimizing soil loss, has
increased erosion problems . These soils are being
mixed for the purpose of maximizing returns without
regard to good soil management practices .

In summary, it is concluded that :

Row crops (including horticultural crops, beans,
and continuous corn) have a potential to cause
more than twice as much soil loss as crops grown
in rotation (such as corn, small grains, tobacco,
and hay pasture) . Lowest sheet erosion losses may
be expected to occur on permanent pasture,and
woodlands, amounting to less than 0 .5 ton/ha/yr .

Intensively farmed agricultural regions exhibit
higher sheet erosion losses than regions with
rotational cropping systems . Areas with a low



potential for sheet erosion losses were found in
nonintensively farmed regions with mainly
livestock farming operations .

Agricultural soil erosion in Ontario is on the
increase .
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Erosion Research in the USA

W .C . Moldenhauer

Purdue University,-Lafayette, Indiana

The ultimate objective of most erosion research is erosion
control . Much of the erosion research in the USA has been
brought together in the Universal Soil Loss Equation (USLE) .
This put findings into a form so that erosion can be estimated
for a wide variety of soil, slope and cropping-management
conditions . Farm planners can use the equation as a basis to
recommend practices that will control soil erosion to prescribed
limits . More recently, non-point pollution control planners are
using the equation to develop erosion control systems to meet
water quality standards for non-point pollution sources .

Much of the recent research and planned soil erosion research in
the USA involved developing new, improved erosion equations and
models and refining factors in the USLE . Recent developments
include a procedure for analyzing irregular slopes (Wischmeier,
1974 and Foster and Wischmeier, 1974) and nomographs for
estimating soil erodibility factors for cropland soils
(Wischmeier et al, 1971) and subsoils like those frequently
encountered on construction sites (Roth et a1, 1974) .

Cropping management factors were developed for undisturbed areas
by considering how basic factors for the effectiveness of canopy,
cover in direct contact with the soil surface, and subsurface
root and improved soil structure from long-term idleness
(Wischmeier, 1975) . These and additional basic factors are being
used by W .H . Wischmeier in his evaluation of C factors in his
revision of Agriculture Handbook 282, the main guideline for
application of the USLE . Factor values based on fundamental
principles can be more accurately estimated by new and untested
conditions like Dissmeyer and Foster are doing for disturbed
forest lands .

Much of the recent work involves developing new and improved
models and equations for estimating erosion for single rainstorm
events . Generally, the models are based on the separation of
erosion into interrill erosion (raindrop impact induced
detachment) and rill erosion (flow induced detachment) (Foster
and Meyer, 1975, Foster et al, 1977) . Much greater precision
will be derived from suchanequation, since the forces affecting
the two kinds of erosion are different and can vary considerably
from storm to storm . Since the USLE lumps the two types of
erosion together, its estimates of soil loss for single storms is



(a) mechanics of erosion

(c) erosion prediction

(d) erosion control
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less than desired and generally it is not recommended for this

deposition . However, a recent equation of the USLE form was
developed, that when backed with additional research, can be used
to estimate on-site deposition with the same convenience that the
USLE is used to estimate erosion (Neibling and Foster, 1977) .

Water quality problems in the USA have generated a great interest
in ways of estimating sediment yield (sediment is a major
polluter) and its relation to pollution by agricultural
chemicals . Evaluation methods range from application of complex
models like the one developed by Frere et al, 1975 to very
practical methods like those given in the two volumes of the ARS-
EPA Manual "Control of Water Pollution from Cropland" (1975,
1976) .

Plans are underway for expanding erosion research . A new soil
erosion laboratory is being planned on the campus of Purdue
University, Lafayette, Indiana, which will quadruple the number
of scientists involved in the work there . Present program plans
for this laboratory include :

(b) soil characterization for erodibility

(e) erosion's effect on productivity, and

(f) development of improved instrumentation and new
research techniques .

More complete information can be obtained by writing to W .C .
Moldenhauer, USDA-ARS, at Agronomy Department, Purdue University,
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907 .

application .

On field deposition can greatly reduce the amount of sediment
actually leaving a farm. This is a new research area and no
technique like the USLE is available for estimating on-site
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3 R's For Bank Erosion Control

W .T . Dickinson and J .E . Winch

University of Gue lph

Bank erosion along the side-slopes of natural and man-made
waterways has not generally been perceived to be a serious
problem in Southern Ontario . The natural processes of detachment
and transport of soil materials from banks have appeared to be
relatively slow, and landowners have frequently dealt with
particular problem situations as they have arisen . It is now
evident that with growing population pressures of both animal and
man, and injudicious farming and development in the vicinity of
streambanks and surface drainage systems, natural erosive forces
have greatly accelerated during the recent past leading to a
dramatic increase in serious bank erosion .

What evidence is there that bank erosion is serious? Where do we
look to find it?

Damage attributable to accelerated bank erosion is evident both
in the local environment of the erosion and downstream . The
direct damages include the ruination of productive farmland, the
undermining of structures, such as bridges and buildings, and the
washing out of lanes and roads . Sections of agricultural fields
for distances up to 7 to 10 meters back from the shoulders of
banks have been lost in a single year ; and many areas have been
badly dissected, leaving "islands" inconveniently situated for
farming operations or development . Structures close to waterways
have been threatened and toppled with undermining caused by bank
erosion .

The extent of direct damage is reflected in the results from a
recent investigation of streambanks in 16 small upland
watersheds . The basins were originally selected in conjunction
with an IJC Reference (re : pollution from land use activities)
to represent various physiographic and agricultural regions of
Southern Ontario . A survey of all banks in these watersheds
reveals that :

(a) 45 percent of the total bank area exhibits some type(s)
of erosion, and up to 60 to 70 percent of the bank area
in selected basins is eroding



(b) 25 percent of the bank area is actively eroding due to
rotational slumping (ie, clear failures and minor
sloughing constitute the major erosional process), and

(c) 15 percent of the bank area is completely exposed .
(The percentage of exposed bank in selected basins
varies from 0 to 50) .

Such figures suggest that indeed considerable areas of banks in
the province are undergoing active erosion . The actual volume of
material being eroded is presently being estimated .

Besides the direct damages, there are those caused by the stream
sediment load resulting from bank erosion . Sediment damages
include clogging of the stream channel, silting in of ponds and
reservoirs, and the covering of fish spawning beds . Where the
capacity of a stream channel is reduced by deposited sediment,
flood waters may be forced to reroute, creating additional flood
and erosion problems .

A discussion of downstream sediment damages must acknowledge that
not all sediment transported by the channel originates as bank
material - much also comes from the fields . Further, the
percentage which is bank sediment can vary widely from stream to
stream . For example, a study in Buffalo Harbour, New York,
revealed that 53 percent of the settled sediment originated from
upstream banks along Buffalo Creek . Recent studies in other
areas immediately south of the lakes suggest that the bank
material contained in downstream sediments is in the order of 5
to 10 percent of the total load . Studies presently underway in
Ontario suggest that the percentage of suspended sediment
contributed by banks in a given year may be anywhere from less
than 5-percent to greater than 30 percent .

It should be noted that not only is the quantity of sediment
destructive, but also the quality associated with the suspended
sediment load is of growing concern to downstream water users .
Sediment is a transport agent for such potential contaminants as
phosphorous and heavy metals . Although it is true that
relatively "clean" sediments can scavenge and bind some
contaminants in an unavailable form, they also play a role of
transporters of contaminants to deposition areas downstream where
contamination can be released .

Causes of Streambank Erosion

Causes of bank erosion may be grouped into four categories :

(a) surface runoff

(b) soil instability



(c) the streamflow itself, and

(d) land management factors abetting the three previous
causes .

Water running over the bank surface on its way to the main
drainageway or stream can result in sheet erosion, rills, and
gullies in the bank . This cause is often a result of improper
outlet design for local surface and subsurface drainage systems .
Bank soil stability problems, usually associated with subsurface
seepage or other locally high soil water conditions, lead to
sloughing and slumping of bank slopes . Such slips, whether major
and involving most of the bank or minor and creating a pattern of
ripples over the bank surface, usually occur during the spring of
the year when the soil water conditions were most conducive .
Shear stresses imposed on the bank by the streamflow itself can
both erode material and precipitate erosion by creating unstable
soil slopes .

A Philosophy of Approach

A number of general guidelines or principles for bank erosion
control can be stated at the outset :

(a) Each bank erosion problem should be defined and solved
independently in accord with the particular causes and
site characteristics . No one type of protection is
suitable for all situations, and a protective measure
should not be installed merely because it was effective
elsewhere .

(b) The erosion control plan should be conceived in
relation to a length of bank . Successful erosion
control can seldom be achieved on a piecemeal basis .

(c) New channel sections should be designed for flow
conditions consistent with the old channel, and for
upstream and downstream channel characteristics .

(d) There is a need to prescribe adequate but not excessive
control measures . It is usually neither possible nor
practical to eliminate bank erosion .

(e) The objective is to secure the bank, not to secure the
protective measure . It is impractical to attempt to
establish permanent control ; it is more economical to
plan expendable control plus a maintenance program .

(f) The maintenance plan determines the effectiveness and
the life of the control .



The -3R's - Regradin , Revegetation and Riprap

Although there are now a multitude of bank erosion control
alternatives available, each protective measure can be classified
as either a continuous bank cover or a groyne . Bank lining
provides control which by some means of bank cover protects the
bank from direct erosion and scouring . Deflectors or groynes,
retard the streamflow along the bank and promote settlement of
sediment . Information regarding each class of control is
summarized in Table 1 .

Fundamental to most bank erosion control methods are the basic
"building blocks" of regrading, revegetation and rock riprap .
Because the "3 R's" are seen to be the fundamentals of control
and because they provide easy and economical control alternatives
for most upland bank erosion problems, a focus is devoted to them
at this time .

I - Regrading

Most eroding banks are too steep for satisfactory stabilization
work without preliminary sloping . All slopes should be graded to
a degree dependent upon the angle of shear of the soil material
and/or the type of protective covering used . For permeable, non-
rigid linings, the slopes must be gentle enough to prevent
downward sliding of the lining ; for a rigid cover, the slope may
be as steep as the retaining wall properties of the lining will
permit .

Generally, a slope of 1-1/2 :1 is suitable for medium textured
soil ; the slope may be increased to 1 :1 on a well-drained clay ;
while on sands and gravels it may be as gradual as 4 :1 .

One should also consider the type of use and maintenance planned
for the finished bank surface . For example, if vegetative
control is to be used, the slope may well have to carry mowing
equipment and will require a low gradient .

II - Reve qetation

Preliminary grading of the bank and revegetation will provide
adequate stabilization for upper portions of bank slopes above
mean water levels, submergence preventing healthy vegetative
growth at lower levels .

	

On banks where water flows are short- -
lived, or where stream currents are offshore and undercutting is
not evident, vegetative bank cover can be very effective as a
control method .

A recent report prepared by Phillips (1977) for the Long Point
Region Conservation Authority recommends that a mixture of
birdsfoot trefoil and creeping red fescue be used for bank
stabilization work . An adequate seeding rate would include 10 to



Class of Control

Continuous bank
cover

Deflectors or
groynes

Table 1 . Summary Information Regarding Continuous
Bank Cover and Groynes

Advantages & Disadvantages

Advantages : seals bank
material in place and
prevents erosive forces
from attacking the bank .
Disadvantages : can alter
flow conditions (usually
accelerating flow and
creating downstream
erosion problems) ; and
can be both extensive
and expensive .

Advantages : provide
economical control when
the bank is extensive .
Disadvantages : reduce
channel capacity ; and
deflect current to other
portions of the bank,
creating other potential
bank erosion problems .

Examples

Permeable covers :
vegetation, riprap,
brush matting,
gabions, provide
protection and
avoid hydro-static
pressure problems
Impermeable covers :
asphalt, concrete,
sheet piling
require subsurface
drainage .

Reformable :
jetties of boulders, ;
gabion baskets,
fences, etc .
Rigid and semi-
rigid concrete,
and concrete
elements .



12 pounds per acre of birdsfoot trefoil and 15 to 20 pounds per
acre of creeping red fescue . The mixture should be supplied with
a mulch (ie, 1 .5 tons of straw per acre) and a general purpose
fertilizer such as 5 .20 .20 or 10 .10 .10 at 400 pounds per acre .
Another combination which should be experimented with is the
seeding of birdsfoot trefoil and creeping red fescue along the
lower portions of banks, and crown vetch and creeping red fescue
on top portions .

	

In the mix with creeping red fescue, crown
vetch should be seeded at 10 to 12 pounds per acre .

Regarding the above species, Phillips (1977) reports that
birdsfoot trefoil is a long-lived legume which thrives in heavy
to medium soils but can survive in sandy soils . The species is
highly tolerant of variable moisture conditions, although it may
experience severly limited growth under drought conditions . Poor
seedling rigour dictates a companion crop, such as creeping red
fescue . Nonetheless, once established, trefoil thrives . Crown
vetch, used extensively to revegetate road construction sites,
does not survive on poorly drained soils . However, with good
fertility and a companion crop, crown vetch does well on the
upper portions of banks . Because creeping red fescue thrives
under cold, moist conditions and does well also on open, sunny
sites, it is rapidly growing in importance . Fescue is a
perennial grass, forming ground cover quite rapidly . Growth
commences early in the spring, slows in mid-summer and resumes
growth in the fall and into the winter .

Species such as perennial ryegrass,wild white clover, redtop,
streambank wheatgrass, timothy and kentucky bluegrass would seem
to be of little import for bank stabilization as they do not
appear to last more than a couple of years . Further, care should
be exercised with a wetland grass, such as reed canarygrass as it
tends to spread into the waterway during periods of low flow,
clogging the channel and enhancing sediment deposition .

Although shrubs, such as autumn olive, bearberry, chokecherry and
various species of dogwoods, junipers and willows appear
attractive along ditches and stream banks, their growth should be
confined to the upper portion and top of the bank . Brush growth
down the bank can retard flow resulting in deposition and,can
also localize the attack of erosive currents .

The planned use of vegetation presupposes the ability to have it
when and where it is needed . It is best established in the
spring time after the spring runoff has passed and before the
soil has dried out significantly . Late summer and early fall
planting are also advisable provided the site is not subject to a
large spring freshet which could destroy the plants . Dormant
winter seeding of legumes may also be performed successfully .

Vegetation provides a natural covering at the lowest cost! It
should be utilized on as large a section o

	

bank as possible
_



III -- Riprap

Rock riprap is a flexible, permeable bank cover with many
advantages . It provides a protective cover which is readily
repaired if damaged . Construction of riprap is not complicated
as no special equipment or construction practices are required .
The appearance of riprap is usually aesthetically pleasing, and
the cover may be stockpiled and re-used (ie, it is salvable) .
Where rock is readily available, riprap has proven to be a very
economical means of bank protection .

The design of a riprap lining should include :

(a) background information relevant to the problem,

(b) design of the riprap material and bank conditions,

(c) construction specifications, and

(d) a maintenance program .

Brief mention is made to each of these topics below . For more
details, the reader is referred to Design of Riprap Protection -
Dickinson (1975) .

For the development of an effective and economical riprap design,
data and information should be gathered regarding :

(a) causes of erosion,

(b) hydrology of the area (ie, drainage area, expected
runoff, frequency of high flows, etc),

(c) hydraulics of the channel (ie, geometry, roughness,
gradient),

(d) soil materials,

(e) future effects (ie, the impact of localized protection
on local and downstream conditions),

(f) legal aspects (ie, ownership of bank and stream
property) .

The design of riprap material and compatible bank conditions
involves consideration of (a) the bank slope, (b) rock riprap
size, (c) the toe, (d) thickness of cover, (e) a filter blanket
and (f) a number of other factors .

In general, slopes should not be greater than 1 .5 :1 for a riprap
cover - it is desirable to select about 2 :1 . For purposes of
safety, construction, maintenance, and erosion resistance, side



slopes of 3 :1 are often required . For the estimation of stable
rock sizes, one is referred to Dickinson (1975) .

To ensure the stability of a riprap bank cover, it is vital that
the toe of the lining be firmly established . Failure to provide
an adequately- secure toe at the base of the slope has often led
to undercutting and subsequent slumping of the lining . A sketch
of a recommended riprap section, incorporating a toe trench, is
presented in Figure 1 .

A general riprap is used as a bank lining, the need for an
underlying filter material must be evaluated . A procedure for
this evaluation is given by Dickinson (1975) .

Other factors include the advisability of continuing the rock
lining to the top of the bank, or to a point at least two feet
above the design water level . Additional freeboard should be
provided at bends to prevent overtopping of the lining .

An essential part of any streambank protection is the removal of
debris such as stumps, fallen trees, sediment bars, or other
obstructions to smooth flow . Removal should be undertaken prior
to installation of the bank cover .

The location of the upstream and downstream ends of bank linings
must be selected carefully to avoid erosion problems at those
points . The lining should be "feathered in" to stable natural
conditions . Construction specifications have been presented by
Dickinson (1975) .

Land Management and Bank Cover Maintenance

It has become increasingly evident that one of the prime
contributors to bank erosion problems is the practice of cropping
and associated tillage right to the top of the bank . In such
situations, localized drainage over the bank is increased and
soil instabilities are enhanced . Therefore, an effective bank
erosion control approach is to carefully manage the lands
adjacent to any waterway - be it grassed waterway, ditch, or
stream . A vegetated buffer strip along the channel, essentially
equivalent to a headland, provides the kind of protection
required . Of course, where cattle are involved, waterways should
be fenced to ensure the protection of stable slopes .

As noted earlier, the effectiveness of bank protection works
depends greatly on the maintenance program carried out . Because
of the variations in conditions, there is no set pattern for
maintenance . However, careful examination of plantings and
lining -- particularly during the first few years following
installation -- will disclose points of weakness . Necessary
repairs should be made as soon as possible to avoid future and
possibly greater damage .
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Figure l . Sketch of a recoilunended ri.prap section .



Conclusion

Yes -- bank erosion is a problem in the province! We have most
of the tools to identify and solve the problem! Let's get on
with it!
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Factors Affecting Water Erosion

R . Hiscock

The following factors affect water erosion -- rainfall, soil
erodibility, slope gradient, slope length, cropping practice,
tillage practice, erosion control practice, buffer strips,
grassed waterways, diversion terraces and diversion ditches .

The cropping, tillage and erosion control practices are factors a
farmer could change more readily if erosion is a problem on his
farm .

With all other factors being constant, consider changes in
cropping practices . If we start with a continuous corn or white
bean crop and compare erosion losses with other crops, the
following reduction in soil loss by water erosion takes place :

If no crop is grown and the land is fallow, erosion will be
increased 120 percent over continuous corn or white beans .

With all other factors remaining constant, consider changes in
tillage practices with continuous corn . If we start with fall
plowing and compare soil losses by water erosion with other
tillage practices, we see the following reductions :

Reduction in Soil Loss Compared
To Corn or Beans

Corn used in a rotation 30%

Mixed grain or winter wheat 40%

Rotation of 1 year corn,
1 year grain, 2 years
Hay-pasture 60%

Rotation of 2 years corn, 4
years Hay-pasture 70%

Hay-pasture used . in rotation 87%

Permanent pasture



With all other factors remaining constant, consider changes in
erosion control practices . If we start with up and down the
slope tillage and planting and compare soil losses by water
erosion with other practices, we see the following reductions :

Loss Compared
Slope

If a farmer has a problem with water erosion on his farm, there
are several alternatives to look at in tackling the problem .

Other alternatives to specific problems can include use of
grassed waterways in natural drainage areas, use of diversion
terraces or ditches to direct water away from problem areas or to
decrease slope length . Also, the use of buffer strips along
streams and ditches will help control sediment from lowering
water quality .

An example in reduction of soil loss by water erosion by
decreasing slope length is as follows . A five percent slope 500
feet long will have a 30 percent less soil less than the same
slope 1,000 feet long .

Again, the farmer can choose which alternative will be most
easily adapted to his farm operation when solving the problem .

Reduction in Soil Loss Compared
To Fall- Plowing - -- --

Spring plowing 15%

Spring chisel 30%

Disk-plant 70%

No til-plant 80%

Reduction in Soil
To- To- Up-Down

Across the slope 25%

On the contour 50%

Strip cropping across the slope 60%

Strip cropping on the contour 70%



The Potential For Agricultural Erosion Control Incentives

Vernon Spencer, Director, Food Land Development Branch
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What are incentives? I am going to assume that incentives are
money, whether it is money in the form of a cash grant, or
assistance in the form of education, extension or engineering
advice, or a disincentive like a fine for contravening
Legislation . We have to remember that many of the good practices
outlined today have their own built-in incentives . They make
sense and they make money . But some do not make money in the
medium or short-term and these society must assist with
incentives .

In thinking about this topic, I feel it is important to consider
where we are and why we are there . I assume that much of this
morning's program has given you a perspective of where we are and
I suspect that this afternoon's program has generally been aimed
at determining what we can do about it .

I was pleased to hear Mr . Hiscock's address about why we are
where we are as that pretty well determines what the constraints
are and sets the pattern for future action .

Where we are, in my view, is in the midst of a very materialistic
society where the dollars on the bottom line at the end of this
year are the overriding critieria for measuring success - and in
agriculture - for determining whether or not one survives in
business to go on next year . Everywhere the philosophy is "get
what you can, get now and do not worry about the morality of the
matter as long as it is legal, or as long as you can get away
with it ." That means we have pretty short horizons . As a
society we want food and other goods as cheaply as we can get
them .

So our farmers and manufacturers must compete against the lowest
priced import . This is particularly true in agriculture because
we have very few tariffs or import controls . On average, the
agricultural tariffs we have amount to about four percent while
most manufactured commodities have about 20 percent tariff
protection and it can run as high as 35 percent .

Thus the drive in agriculture, based on the demands of society,
has been to produce the lowest cost possible . It has spurred the
move to large volume, big machines and fields, specialization,
large piggeries and beef feedlots . It has bred a philosophy
which dictates that you do not do anything that does not increase
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this year's production and shave its cost . When you are fighting
for survival, stewardship is a luxury . Stewardship is good for
the soul, the soil, and the future but does not put the food on
the table today .

Now some food producers are not struggling for survival . They
have a good system, built up over time and they have a few
dollars for stewardship . Philosophically they would like to
build up their farm for their sons and grandsons . They would
like to "put something away for a rainy day ." But our society
tells them that it is unbusiness-like ; it is silly rural
sentimentalism . If they do it anyway, they see their property
taxes escalate, they fearfully calculate Capital Gains Tax, and
worry about whether succession duties and estate taxes still
apply . It sometimes looks like Government, and that is us, does
not believe in stewardship .

So our present situation is a reflection of our current social
values . Today's dollars, not tomorrow's costs is what counts .

So what is the potential in the future for Agricultural Erosion
Control Incentives? The answer depends upon our future social
values . Do we believe in stewardship of the land? If we do, are
we willing to pay the price today rather than tommorrow?

I would have to say right now that I do not think so . A lot of
education has to come first and a lot of that education has to be
directed at society as a whole .

I am wearing a button carrying the new logo for our marketing
campaign designed to create a loyalty for Ontario-grown foods .
Will consumers pay an extra price to buy Ontario-grown foods, not
only because they are good quality but partly because they
believe the food production industry in Ontario is important? We
think the economic facts of life are such that they should .
Every dollar spent by primary producers creates another $2 .50 of
economic activity . One job in five in Ontario is directly linked
to agriculture . If society thinks agriculture in Ontario is
important, if they believe it enough that they will pay extra if
necessary to buy Ontario produce, then the first necessary step
has been taken . Perhaps then, philosophically, they will be
ready to pay for some stewardship .

Stewardship will only come through incentives, translated into
dollars, be it education, that is good extension work, improved
prices for commodities so that stewardship is not a luxury that
cannot be afforded ; through capital grants and, for the minority
who do not care, through disincentives like fines . But
stewardship will only come if society wants it and is prepared to
pay for part of it .
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I do not think attitudes are changing . Meetings like this one
and ones that our Ministry have already held and will be
sponsoring this year, will get the educational program on the
road . Financial input from the Ontario Government in this time
of constraint can only come by substituting one program for
another or one emphasis for another .

I see signs of change . I have already mentioned that our county
offices have been involved in seminars and will be shifting
emphasis in their educational program this year .

Discussions are continuing on how programs or program criteria
might change to reflect a change in emphasis . No decisions have
been made but there is an enthusiasm in the discussions . Part of
this enthusiasm is based upon the reaction to date to our
"Foodland Ontario" marketing promotion . People are indicating
that they want to support Ontario agriculture . The next few
months will determine whether their support is moral or
financial . If it is financial, then incentives for stewardship
are possible . This is really a matter of policy, a decision of
the politicians, and politics, someone has said, is the art of
the possible .




